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ABSTRACT

Carbonaceous pitches derived from pure polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)
are oligomeric materials that have been shown to be useful precursors for advanced carbon
materials in which thermal management plays a large role. Examples include, but are not
limited to, heat dissipation in electric and hybrid vehicles and heat dispersion on the leading
edges of aircraft and spacecraft. Although the final properties of these products are clearly
impacted by the bulk properties of the precursors, the effect of oligomeric composition on
the bulk properties of the pitch is still poorly understood.
Pyrene was chosen as the model PAH monomer for this work because the
oligomerization process to produce pitch occurs with minimal disruption of the polycyclic
aromatic rings, producing intact dimers, trimers, and higher oligomers. The kinetics of the
catalytic polymerization of pyrene monomer to oligomeric pitch in the presence of
aluminum trichloride (AlCl3) were studied at temperatures between 200 and 370 °C. Semibatch supercritical extraction (SCE) (also called dense-gas extraction (DGE)) with toluene
proved to be indispensable for isolating the pure oligomers in the pitch products, so that
concentrations of monomer and oligomers could be determined and the mass balance
closed.
Using the above information, a microkinetic model for describing the consumption
and production of the monomer, dimer, and trimer components of the pyrene pitch was
developed. The model was then used to predict compositions at different reaction times
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and temperatures, enabling pitch generation to be tailored to maximize the oligomer(s) of
interest for further study.
To determine the effect of oligomeric composition on the bulk properties of pyrene
pitch, a continuous-flow SCE apparatus was constructed for generating oligomeric
mixtures rich in particular “mers”. By using one-stage, continuous DGE with toluene at
330 °C and 330 psig, monomer content was lowered from 30 to 10 wt % in the bottom
pitch product, resulting in a monomer-depleted pitch with a softening point of 185 °C and
char yield of nearly 70%. In another experiment, a two-stage configuration of SCE/DGE
with toluene was used to extract monomer through trimer in the first stage at 330 °C and
700 psig; the second stage at 330 °C and 330 psig was then used to strip monomer out as
the top product, resulting in a dimer- and trimer-rich bottoms product having a softening
point of 278 °C and char yield of 47%.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Carbonaceous pitch is a category of material known to be comprised primarily of
relatively large polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), which are sometimes
accompanied by both alkyl chain and/or naphthenic substitutions [1-6]. There exist a few
major subclasses of carbonaceous pitch, including coal-tar [7], petroleum [8], and synthetic
pitches [5,9-17]. Their differences are due largely to the source of the precursor. While
some of the pitches are by-products of pre-existing processes, such as heavy-oil or coal-tar
distillation, others are produced by polymerizing pure PAH compounds either thermally or
catalytically. One of the most well-known synthetic pitches is that made via the catalytic
polymerization of naphthalene with HF-BF3 catalyst [12]. The process yields a highly
aromatic, mesophase pitch with a low softening point, high carbon yield, and high
graphitizability. Some have explored alternative precursors such as anthracene and
phenanthrene, as well as different catalysts, such as AlCl3, with some success [13, 15, 18,
19]. A number of groups have contributed to the field by producing different pitches,
characterizing them, and preparing them for various applications, including carbon fibers
[6, 20], carbon foams [21, 22], and carbon-carbon composites [23]. While the carbon-fiber
market is dominated by PAN-based fibers for most applications, pitch-based fibers have
their own set of advantages. Despite having lower tensile and compressive strengths, their
high thermal conductivity (up to four times that of copper) makes them ideal for thermal
management applications where thermal, and not structural properties are of overriding
import. Some examples include, but are not limited to, heat dissipation in electric and
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hybrid vehicles, and heat dispersion in leading edges on aircraft and spacecraft [24, 25].
Heat dissipation/dispersion is becoming of increasing interest with advances in computers,
electronics, automobiles, and space exploration, adding urgency to the development of this
technology. Also, where high modulus is required, pitch fibers are superior to PAN fibers
(e.g. bike frames, sporting goods, etc.).
While the ability to modify and utilize pitch for various applications has increased
significantly since its inception, fundamental knowledge of the importance of different
properties such as molecular weight, molecular structure, and composition on final-product
performance has been lagging. For example, the ideal mixture of pitch oligomers required
to maximize char yield while minimizing softening point is unknown. Conversely, the
oligomeric mixture composition that would produce a higher melting pitch that rapidly
oxidizes is also unknown. Nor is it fully understood how molecular structure will affect
mesophase development. This knowledge gap is largely a result of the high degree of
polydispersity found in most pitches.
Ironically, a certain degree of polydispersity can also be advantageous for
applications where lower melting points and higher solvent solubilities are desired, but it
also makes it quite difficult to characterize and model this material. Thousands of different
compounds are being continuously formed and reacted as pitch mixtures are created. This
inevitably leaves one with the difficult task of either separating individual components, or
deciding how to properly group them into pseudo-component systems, in order to develop
kinetic models, study reaction mechanisms, or to predict basic properties of the pitch.
Furthermore, conventional separations techniques are simply not capable of adequately
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separating nonvolatile compounds having similar sizes and chemistries. For example, the
majority of these compounds cannot be volatilized for gas chromatography, and for liquid
chromatography many of the pitch components are insoluble in generally available solvents
even at elevated temperatures. In addition, pitch historically has been known to destroy
instrumentation during use. Even if one does manage to overcome the above obstacles, it
is important to remember that no standards exist for most of the compounds being formed
in pitch reactions. Fortunately, as described later, over the past decade the Thies group has
made significant strides in the fractionation and characterization of pitches, using both
conventional and non-conventional methods. [26-37]
In this dissertation, I will show I was able to (1) contribute to the further
development of procedures for fractionating pyrene pitch into its individual oligomers; (2)
develop techniques for obtaining early reaction kinetics for pyrene oligomerization; (3) use
these techniques to develop a kinetic model for describing the oligomerization of pyrene
and predicting the molecular distribution of pyrene pitch oligomers; (4) modify the existing
continuous supercritical extraction (SCE) unit so as to produce well-defined fractions of
pyrene pitch oligomers.
However, before discussing my contributions, it is important to review the history
of pitch research and to cover those topics needed to better understand the work presented
in this dissertation. To this end, the Introduction is split into 3 sections: (1) A timeline of
research efforts in the Thies group leading up to my own contributions. Here, I briefly
discuss the modeling and experimental work that have contributed to the current state of
the art; (2) The various methods for producing and processing pitches. Here, I touch on
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how the different subclasses of pitch are created and tailored for further use, with a focus
on synthetic pitches; (3) State of the art for the fractionation, characterization, and kinetic
modeling of pitches. Here, I discuss the techniques employed to acquire kinetic information
and how that information can be used to guide further experiments.

Literature Review of SCE of Pitches in the Thies Group
It is important to understand the history of the development of supercritical
extraction (also known as dense-gas extraction or DGE) in the Thies research group, as
well as the group’s involvement in pitch research leading up to this point. The work done
in the group’s past laid the foundation for the contributions presented herein. Without it,
this work would not have been possible.
Hutchenson et al. [2, 26] began by first making measurements and then using the
Peng-Robinson (PR) equation to model vapor-liquid equilibrium between A-240
petroleum pitch and toluene at elevated temperatures and pressures. Such measurements
were necessary to determine appropriate conditions for using SCE with toluene to
fractionate the pitch. They were able to show that the PR equation can adequately predict
solvent and pitch compositions in the extract and residue phases at conditions of vaporliquid equilibrium (VLE) at temperatures from 322 to 400 °C and pressures up to 80 bar.
Following this work, Hochgeschurtz et al. [38], Bolaños et al. [39], and Dauché et
al. [40] investigated the region of liquid-liquid equilibrium discovered to exist for A-240
pitch/solvent mixtures at pressures above the VLE region and found that the pitch-rich
liquid phase from the separation could contain (depending on the conditions) the necessary
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molecular weight distribution (MWD) needed to form mesophase. Edwards et al. [37]
extended this work to both one-stage semi-batch and continuous SCE with toluene of an
isotropic Conoco petroleum pitch, and adapted the SAFT equation in order to model this
pitch-solvent mixture. Edwards also developed a procedure for obtaining highly resolved
mass spectra for raw pitches and pitch fractions using MALDI.
Later, Burgess et al. [41] developed the SAFT-LC equation of state, enabling them
to predict the effect of temperature, pressure, and pitch and solvent composition on the
formation of mesophase at supercritical and ambient conditions. In order to enhance this
model, they studied low, medium, and high molecular weight fractions of M-50 pitch
produced using a 2-column SCE process, as developed by Cervo and Thies. [29] Burgess
et al. isolated individual components of these fractions with high temperature, prep-scale
gel permeation chromatography (GPC). Then they analyzed these fractions via reversedphase HPLC (RP-HPLC) coupled with UV-Vis, as well as MALDI-post source decay
(PSD), and were able to identify a large number of individual pitch components. [27, 31]
Cervo et al. [29, 33] then went on to develop a method of continuously fractionating
M-50 and A-240 pitch using 2-stage, continuous SCE technique in order to produce large
quantities of dimer fractions that were supplied to Tekinalp et al. [42] for producing
activated carbon fibers. Using this method, they were able to produce large fractions of
both dimer-rich and trimer-rich material simultaneously. Cervo was also primarily
responsible for the original automation of the process as a whole by incorporating
LabVIEW into the system. Unfortunately, the entirety of the automation was lost due to
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electrical issues (a motherboard failure combined with software complications when trying
to recover the program). sometime after this.
In the next phase of this work, Esguerra and Kulkarni et al. [28, 32, 34] began to
look at synthetic pitches produced by reacting pure pyrene. In the 1990’s, Sarofim’s group
out of MIT [16] was the first to document that unlike most PAHs, pyrene hardly fragments
during pyrolysis. This was appealing to the Thies group, as they already had developed
techniques for the fractionation of pitches. Thus, this low-fragmentation pitch was seen as
an opportunity to conduct a fundamental study on the formation of pitch and to develop
kinetic and thermodynamic models for predicting pitch properties and determine solvents
suitable for fractionation, such as the SAFT-LC model mentioned above, which was
developed by Burgess. It was found that the low-fragmentation behavior persisted even
when the reaction was aided by AlCl3 as a catalyzing agent (see Figure 1.1). Esguerra was
able to develop techniques for isolating the monomer, dimer, and trimer oligomers of
pyrene using SCE with a mixture of toluene and NMP. Esguerra and Kulkarni
characterized the fractions produced, establishing molecular structures for both the dimer
and trimer species. The pure trimer isolated in this work was found to form 100%
mesophase (see Figure 1.2) with a softening point of only 290°C, making it the smallest
PAH discovered to form 100% mesophase.
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Figure 1.1. MALDI-ToF spectra of a pyrene pitch polymerized with the aid of AlCl3.

Figure 1.2. Cross-polarized light photomicrographs of a pure pyrene trimer, isolated by
SCE, that forms 100% mesophase (i.e., liquid crystallinity). [32]
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A Review of Carbonaceous Pitch
To understand the importance of the work described within this dissertation, it is
important to know of the obstacles, discoveries, and accomplishments that have taken place
in the field of pitch research. For this reason, I have produced a somewhat brief overview
of the most common varieties of pitch, and their history. There are decades of research that
have gone into this field, which alone could fill several books. However, my goal here is
to give a brief review for those already familiar with the topic, and a summary of important
highlights for those less informed.
The earliest uses of pitch were for caulking the seams of wooden ships during
shipbuilding because of its sticky, resin-like qualities. The pitch used for this application
was produced by dry distilling wood which would isolate the tar and pitch and leave behind
charcoal. This method produces a material with a high oxygen content and relatively low
aromaticity when compared to non-bio source pitches. [44] Because of this, they have a
relatively low char yield, making them undesirable for most carbon-dependent
applications. Today, these pitches are still mainly used as an adhesive or sealant when
working with wooden materials.
In the late 1800’s, during the industrial revolution, coal-coking chemical-recovery
ovens were beginning to be built in the United States. One of the major byproducts of these
ovens is coal-tar pitch. Similar to the production of wood-tar, the coking process heats coal
in the absence of oxygen to temperatures up to 2000°C, causing the organic material to
vaporize or decompose and leave the coal in the form of anisotropic coal-tar. The tar is
then boiled in a distillation tower to produce many products, leaving behind the coal-tar
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pitch. Over the years, many uses have been found for this pitch, with the main one being a
binder, in various industries, including aluminum, graphite, and commercial carbon
products.
In the 1960’s Brooks and Taylor [45] used polarized light microscopy to monitor
coal-tar pitch as it was being heated, and noticed that it would form a liquid-crystalline
phase. They replicated this result with a number of coal-tar, petroleum, and synthetic
pitches and eventually proposed the term “mesophase” for this phenomenon, a term which
will be used throughout this dissertation and refers to the middle phase (between solid and
liquid phases) precursor to graphitic structures. Around the same time, the first pitch-based
carbon fibers were being formed using PVC pitch [46, 47], tetrabenzophenazine pitch [47,
48], and petroleum pitch [46, 47] and even coal-tar pitch [47]. This led to the commercial
manufacturing of pitch-based carbon fibers by Union Carbide Co.
During the same time as Brooks and Taylor’s discovery, crude oil refiners started
to show an interest in producing pitches derived from petroleum sources. Among these
sources, the most popular included decant oil from fluid catalytic cracking units, aromatic
extracts that were byproducts of lube oil processes, residue from vacuum stills, and bottom
products from the pyrolysis of naphtha and gas oils during ethylene production. Early
attempts yielded pitches with high aromaticity and specific gravities, but they had too low
of a char yield for commercial use. Additionally, due to the large variance in source
materials the resulting pitches had widely varying chemistries and properties. Seeing an
opportunity here, Ashland Petroleum Co. took it upon themselves to create a consistently
manufactured petroleum pitch. Once successful, their pitch became the first commercial
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petroleum pitch to be used by a major U.S. aluminum company. Following this, the pitch
was introduced into the world of specialty graphite as a high-quality precursor for graphite
and carbon fibers. [51] Multiple research groups made efforts to fractionate and
characterize this commercial pitch, sold as Ashland A-240 pitch, as well. In the late 90’s
Rütgers began producing a pitch from combining medium coal-tar pitch with aromatic
residues from steam cracking processes, which is then fed to a separating/filtration unit to
reduce quinoline-insoluble (QI) content. [52] Koppers produced a similar “mixture pitch”
by combining coal-tar pitches and petroleum pitches with favorable properties in order to
tune the QI content and softening points of the final pitch. [53]
Finally, we come to synthetic pitches. A common problem with pitches made from
byproducts is that they vary in composition, depending on the source and the process it
comes from. Additionally, one is limited by the composition of the precursor, be it coal or
petroleum, which is typically a continuum of PAHs. While some have made great efforts
to fine tune these processes and modify the pitch to alleviate these issues, others have
turned to producing pitch “from scratch”. As the first to explore synthetic pitches in the
1980’s, Otani et al. [44, 47, 48, 49] created a pitch from tetrabenzophenazine (TBP), and
then spun fibers from it. However, the spinning temperature was too high, making it
impractical for commercial use. Yanagida et al. [54, 55] produced a mesophase pitch from
C9 alkyl benzene in naphtha through condensation with formaldehyde and heat treatment.
This pitch had a low softening point and melt viscosity, but took a long time to stabilize
when spun into a fiber. It also was expensive because of the low yields achieved. Mochida
et al.’s [15] discovery changed everything. They found that a precursor pitch could be made
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by reacting naphthalene and ethylene tar, using aluminum chloride as a catalyst. The
catalyst would then be removed and the pitch would be further heated to form a mesophase
pitch. Although the pitch was rich in desirable naphthenic groups and it displayed a low
softening point and high solubility, the catalyst was quite difficult to completely remove.
Thus, the remaining catalyst (<10ppm) led to large amounts of defects in the fibers spun
from this material, leading to unacceptably low properties. Mochida solved this problem
by switching to HF-BF3 as the acid catalyst. This reaction produced high yields of
mesophase pitch, and since the acid catalyst boils at 101.1°C, it could be removed relatively
easily and recycled for further use. For several years, Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Co.
commercially produced pitch, known as AR mesophase pitch, made this way using
naphthalene as the monomer unit. However, at this point the pitch is no longer produced.
We speculate this is due to issues with the catalyst. On top of being inherently toxic in its
gaseous form, it is highly corrosive, requiring the use of expensive materials such as
Hastelloy when carrying out the reactions.
There have been a number of studies in which pitches formed by thermal
polymerization were the main focus as well. Pitches have been produced this way on a labscale from multiple PAH’s, including naphthalene [10, 11], methylnaphthalene [11],
anthracene [10], phenanthrene [18], and pyrene [16]. In some cases, the pitches produced
without the use of a catalyst were far less polydisperse than typical pitches, as can be seen
in Figure 1.3 However, yields were much lower and the process required much higher
reaction temperatures; thus, thermal polymerization has not received much attention.
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Figure 1.3. MALDI-ToF spectrum for an anthracene pitch polymerized thermally at
475°C. Masses of the dominant peaks are indicated above each grouping of oligomer peaks.
[56]
Development of the Fractionation, Characterization, and Kinetics of Pitch
Fractionation Techniques
Soxhlet Extraction
Since the earliest studies on pitch, researchers have been employing various
techniques for fractionating the material. In some cases, this can improve the properties of
the pitch, but sometimes it is done simply to make further analysis more feasible. One of
the oldest, simplest, and most useful techniques is Soxhlet extraction (see Figure 1.4).
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Condenser

Vapor

Thimble

Exraction Chamber

Siphon Arm

Boiling Flask

Extraction Solvent

Figure 1.4. A diagram of a typical soxhlet extraction setup. The sample is placed in an
extraction thimble (typically made of cellulose) and placed in the extraction chamber.
For those unfamiliar, this is essentially a continuous solvent-extraction technique.
Traditionally, Soxhlet begins with a relatively weak solvent that extracts only low
molecular weight species. Once that fraction is completely removed, the solvent is changed
out for one with a slightly higher solvating power to remove the next fraction. This
continues for however many fractions were desired, or until no material remains. Solvents
commonly used for soxhlet include acetone, toluene, benzene, tetrahydrofuran (THF), N-
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methyl-pyrrolidone (NMP), pyridine, and quinoline. The largest advantage of this
technique is its incredible simplicity. Other than setting up the apparatus, and changing out
solvents, it can be left unmonitored. Soxhlet extraction does have its disadvantages,
however. One is that any given solvent is typically not selective enough to isolate small
fractions. Another disadvantage is with scale-up. While Soxhlet performs well on a labscale, it starts to quickly lose its efficiency as the amount of starting material increases. For
large amounts of material, extractions can take weeks if not longer and require enormous
amounts of energy to produce a single fraction. Finally, since Soxhlet inherently cannot be
run with a continuous feed of pitch, it would be far too expensive to produce fractions for
applications.

GPC, Preparatory-Scale (Prep-Scale) and Traditional
Gel permeation chromatography (GPC), also known as size exclusion
chromatography (SEC) does exactly what its latter name suggests: it separates molecules
by relative size. It is one of the most commonly used techniques for determining
polydispersity and weight and number average molecular weights for polymer mixtures,
Mw and MN, respectively. A less common version of GPC is preparative-scale (or prepscale) GPC. Unlike typical GPC, which is used to analyze a sample on the order of
milligrams, prep-scale GPC is used to separate a sample on the order of grams. As the
sample elutes, fractions can be collected at different retention times, corresponding to the
molecular weight of interest. This technique was used heavily in the work of Ward Burgess
[27, 31], and an example of one of his fractionations can be seen in Figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.5. An example of prep-scale GPC performed by Burgess [27] in order to study
the monomer components of petroleum pitch. Samples isolated for further analysis are
denoted in bold. Molecular weights listed were then determined via matrix assisted laser
desorption/ionization post source decay (MALDI-PSD).
These prep-scale GPC fractions can then be analyzed via analytical methods for
further study. The clear advantage here is the ability to quickly obtain many fractions of a
pitch in one single injection. However, for pitches, this technique has its shortcomings. It
is a great technique for producing 10-mg fractions; however, it is not cost-effective to scaleup the technique to produce the quantities needed for applications. Large diameter GPC
columns are used commercial, but only for high-value products such as pharmaceuticals.
Solvent solubility is another limiting factor which cannot be ignored. For GPC to work,
you must be able to dissolve most (if not all) of your pitch in the solvent. Most solvents
that are capable of dissolving all of a pitch require high temperature GPC to keep solvent
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viscosity down. Finally, there can be fractions of the pitch that will never dissolve,
eliminating GPC as an option.
Finally, we note that although GPC is typically used to obtain only qualitative
information about a given pitch or pitch fraction, we will show herein (see Chapter 3) that
GPC can in fact also be used quantitatively to determine species concentrations in pitches
and pitch fractions. However, this situation only was possible because we were able to
obtain pure standards of the pitch oligomers of interest, which rarely is the case.

Dense gas extraction / Supercritical Extraction (DGE/SCE)
DGE or SCE, depending on the conditions used, is a more versatile technique for
fractionating materials than those discussed above. It should be noted that both terms are
sometimes used interchangeably in the literature, with the occasional debate on which is in
fact more correct for the given situation. To be precise, supercritical extraction (SCE) is
reserved only for extraction conditions in which the solvent is above its critical temperature
and pressure (i.e. a supercritical fluid). Dense-gas extraction (DGE) technically
encompasses any extraction in which the solvent vapor is compressed, thus including
supercritical extraction, but is generally reserved only for sub-critical conditions. Note that
the threshold for this delineation will vary upon the solvent being used, as the critical
temperature and pressure will vary. For the purposes of this dissertation, I will refer to
extractions carried out in the supercritical region only as SCE.
Invented by Zosel [57], SCE was first used for fractionating mixtures of a-olefins
into its constiuent oligomers using ethane as the extracting solvent. The technique involves
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the use of near critical or supercritical solvents, with the pressure being adjusted to control
the density of the solvent. As the density of the solvent increases and approaches a liquidlike state, the intermolecular forces increase monotonically. Effectively, this means that by
finely controlling the pressure of the system, one can selectively extract components from
a mixture that would be difficult or impossible to separate by techniques such as distillation
or liquid-liquid extraction.
As with all techniques, there are positives and negatives that come with it and this
technique is no different. The main downside to this technique, in addition to the elevated
pressures of operation, is the amount of upfront work it takes to determine which solvents,
pressures, and temperatures are needed to fractionate the material of interest. Too weak of
a solvent will not dissolve enough material to even fractionate, and too strong of a solvent
will reduce the selectivity for the components of interest. Additionally, each solvent comes
with its own set of risks, in the form of toxicity, flammability, and auto-ignition, which is
a very real concern at the temperatures seen during operation. Of course, CO2 does not
have these issues, but is a notoriously poor solvent for the materials of interest. However,
the benefits that come with SCE can easily make up for these problems. For components
of very low polarity, such as pitch components, SCE can produce fractions of higher purity
than the techniques mentioned above, often even isolating pure components. This is quite
useful for component characterization and also for producing samples and standards for
other analytical techniques, saving time and effort in the bigger picture. Of equal
importance, SCE can be scaled-up to produce g-sized quantities in a semi-batch
configuration (see Figure 1.6) and kg-sized quantities with continuous operation (see
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Figure 1.7). As a continuous process operating at fixed pressures, SCE is more limited in
its ability to produce pure fractions, but fractions of relatively high purity can still be
obtained. Finally, when reasonable solubilities can be obtained, SCE can be performed
with solvents that are gaseous at atmospheric conditions, such as CO2. Such situations are
highly advantageous, as the solvent is instantly removed from the sample simply by
lowering the pressure, essentially eliminating the laborious solvent-removal step. In
summary, SCE has been a key separation technique in the Thies research group for many
years, as discussed in the “History of Supercritical Extraction in the Thies Group” section
above, and continues to play a large role in the research presented in this dissertation.
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Figure 1.6. Schematic of the SCE apparatus used in the Thies research group for
fractionating pitch and other polymeric materials. Typically used to isolate g-sized
fractions for further characterization.
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configuration. Typically used to produce kg-sized fractions for property testing and
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Characterization of Natural and Synthetic Pitches
Natural Pitches
Natural pitches can be defined as a pitch which is pre-existing (e.g. in coal, wood,
or petroleum) and requires no further reaction to produce the final product, though often,
they are modified through separation techniques. A common feature of natural pitches is
their polydispersity, which can be due to the source of the pitch and/or the process by which
the pitch is made. For example, coal-tar and petroleum pitches, the starting material of
course already consists of hundreds if not thousands of different compounds. Furthermore,
when you consider the elevated temperatures that the source materials see during
processing, along with their reactivity, it’s inevitable that hundreds if not thousands of
additional compounds well be generated before the final product is formed. In many ways,
this polydispersity is a strength of pitch. It typically leads to higher solvent solubilities, and
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lower softening points, two key properties of a precursor that are important for many
carbon applications. Unfortunately, materials with a high degree of polydispersity are
difficult to characterize, making it a challenge to understand how the molecular structure
of all of these individual species contributes to the overall properties of the pitch mixture.
Nevertheless, there have been some successes with understanding pitches,
particularly with respect to characterization. For example, Dickinson [1, 58] did some
excellent early work. He fractionated a petroleum pitch using solvent extraction, then, by
using NMR spectroscopy, vapor pressure osmometry (VPO), and elemental analysis, and
inputting this information into Knights method [59], he was able to propose average
structures to represent each fraction. Kershaw and Black [4] conducted a similar study on
coal-tar pitch. Unfortunately, they too only reported average structures to describe a given
fraction.
Kandiyoti et al. [60] combined gel permeation chromatography (GPC) with matrixassisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS) to obtain molecular
weight information on various coal-derived materials, such as asphaltenes and bitumens,
which are compounds commonly found in natural pitches. Because MALDI is a mass spec
technique, they were able to obtain absolute molecular weight information for these
materials for the first time. Edwards et al. [61] subsequently used MALDI-TOF to report
the first complete spectrum for a petroleum pitch. Equally as important, they were able to
confirm that petroleum pitch is oligomeric in nature (see Figure 1.8).
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Figure 1.8. MALDI-ToF spectrum of M-50 pitch obtained by Cervo and Kulkarni [29].
Sections of increasing oligomer size are delineated by dashed lines and colors.
By using a variety of separation techniques, including solvent extraction and SCE,
GC-MS, HPLC combined with analytical methods such as UV-vis/PDA, NMR, and AFM,
several groups [1, 4, 31, 62] have proposed molecular structures for the various monomers
and oligomers present in carbonaceous pitches. Results from a few of these studies are
summarized in Figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.9. Representative structures proposed for the components of M-50 and A-240
pitch from multiple studies [1, 4, 31, 62]. Figure adapted from Chen et al. [63]
Characterization of the monomer units was relatively straightforward, as standards
existed for many of the species. Thus, once the components were isolated (either via GPC,
SCE, or Soxhlet extraction), the standards could be used to identify many of the monomers
with techniques such as HPLC/UV-Vis. However, unique identification of the dimer
species was less practical as essentially no standards existed. However, Burgess et al. [27]
showed via MALDI-PSD, that the monomer units were essentially undisturbed during
polymerization. Thus, with the assumption of intact monomer units, they were able to
propose structures for the dimers present in both petroleum and coal-tar pitches. A similar
methodology was performed for trimer and tetramer species present. It is clear, however,
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that the uncertainty in the proposed molecular structures has to increase as the oligomers
increase in size and the number of possible combinations of monomer units increases
dramatically. Thus, the researcher soon finds himself at a standstill after a relatively small
number of oligomers.

Synthetic Pitches
Synthetic pitches can be defined as a pitch which began with either a single
precursor component or mixture of low molecular weight units that is reacted either
catalytically or thermally to produce an array of products. With synthetic pitches, the
composition of the precursor is known, which does limit the possible types of compounds
in the resulting pitch. In addition, knowing the monomer structure can give a good idea of
the general structure of any resulting oligomers. However, if fragmentation of the
monomeric species occurs, one can still end up with a wide range of hundreds or even
thousands of compounds in the final pitch. This is the situation observed with the
polymerization of naphthalene pitch in the presence of a catalyst (see in Figure 1.10). [ 49,
64] As a result, studies of such “fragmenting” pitches are usually limited to the broad
fractions produced in the fractionation step.
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Figure 1.10. Field Desorption Mass Spectrometry (FD-MS) spectrum obtained by
Mochida et al. for a naphthalene pitch produced by catalytically polymerizing naphthalene
with the aid of an HF/BF3 catalyst. [46]
Greinke

and

Lewis

[10,

11]

studied

anthracene,

naphthalene,

and

dimethylnaphthalene pitches which were thermally polymerized, in order to determine the
method by which they underwent carbonization. Using FD-MS, they were able to assign
structures to assign structures to the major dimer peaks found in the spectra and even report
relative quantities for them. However, it is important to note that the quantities reported for
these components ignored the minor peaks also seen in the spectra, leaving a slightly
incomplete picture.
Mochida and co-workers [6, 12, 13,14, 15, 49, 64] were one of the leading figures
in pitch research, studying both natural pitches and synthetic pitches made both thermally
and catalytically. The majority of this work revolved around methods for producing the
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pitches and then defining the characteristics for each pitch that were important for spinning
the pitch into carbon fibers, including mesophase formation, softening points, and
molecular weight. Additionally, his group was also interested in the reaction mechanisms
that generated the pitches, as well as the resultant molecular structures (The determination
of key structures was carried out by using Soxhlet extraction for fractionation, followed by
NMR analysis of the fractions.) They found that while some of the synthetic pitches were
much less polydisperse than those derived from natural sources, they all still contained a
large array of components.
However, there are exceptions to this “fragmentation” behavior. Most notable,
Sarofim et al. [16] investigated the pyrolysis of pyrene and found it to be abnormally
resistant to fragmentation. Thus, with this unique characteristic, pitch produced from
pyrene makes for an excellent model pitch for gaining more insight into the formation of
pitches in general. As a follow-up to Sarofim’s work, Esguerra et al. [28, 32] developed a
SCE procedure for fractionating pyrene pitch so that it could be further characterized.
Using a combination of supercritical toluene and NMP, they were able to isolate fractions
of pure pyrene monomer, dimer and trimer from a catalytically reacted pyrene pitch. The
oligomers were found by HPLC/UV-Vis to contain only unaltered and methyl-substituted
pyrene monomer units, with the latter being present only in small quantities. But the most
interesting discovery was that pure pyrene trimer was found to exist as 100% mesophase,
making it the smallest pure PAH compound to exhibit such behavior. With a melting point
of only 290°C, pyrene trimer thus has been proposed as a precursor for advanced carbon
materials. [32] While it is an important factor in characterizing pitch, mesophase
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development is something that has already been covered extensively in previous
dissertations from the Thies, Ogale, and Edie groups. Thus, the interested reader is
referenced elsewhere [43, 65, 66] for additional information.

Kinetic Modeling
A major challenge in the field of pitch research is the quantification of the
components in pitch. Such knowledge is not only a useful means for identifying pitches,
but it is also especially important for developing a kinetic model that adequately describes
the formation of pitches. With such a model, one would be able to control the temperature
and residence time of the polymerization reaction to obtain a pitch more appropriate for its
desired application. The development of such a model would also assist in establishing the
correct reaction mechanisms and would improve computational simulations as applied to
pitch reactions.
Greinke [67], studied thermal polymerization kinetics of a commercial petroleum
pitch using GPC fractionation. In particular, he identified different molecular weight
regions (typically spanning about 150-300 g/mol) in the GPC curves as being either
reactants or products for each reaction in the model, as opposed to individual components
in the fractions. He then monitored the change in these regions as a function of reaction
time to develop his model. In the early 90’s, Hüttinger and Wang [68] were the first to
perform studies on the kinetics of mesophase formation in a stirred tank reactor with both
A-240 petroleum pitch and with coal-tar pitch. In this study, they fractionated their pitch
products using Soxhlet extraction with THF, designating all THF insoluble material as
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mesophase material. With this, they were able to put forth rate constants and activation
energies describing the process of mesophase development with good accuracy. Shui et al.
[69] and Honda et al. [70] conducted similar work with coal-tar pitches, in which they
studied quinoline-insoluble fractions, rather than THF-insoluble ones. Azami and
Yamamoto [71] looked at mesophase formation kinetics in petroleum pitch by using high
temperature NMR to take in-situ measurements of the mesophase content as a function of
time. In summary, all of the above-mentioned studies have several significant weaknesses.
(1) They don’t identify the components present in a quantitative manner, but only in terms
of fractions; (2) they don’t determine the final molecular weight of the pitch fractions; and
(3) no reaction mechanism in terms of actual components is proposed.
With respect to synthetic pitches, many more kinetic studies have been done, as
compared to natural pitches. A large number of pure starting materials have been examined,
resulting in a large body of work. This creates a somewhat simpler problem, initially,
because you can track the consumption of the starting material. Unfortunately, that is where
the simplification ends, because most of the pure starting materials experience a large
degree of fragmentation and end up creating a pitch with polydispersity on par with that
seen in a natural pitch. Nevertheless, because of the superior properties of some synthetic
pitches, there have been significant efforts to study their reactions. Mochida et al. [12-15,
49, 64] produced pitches both thermally and catalytically from a number of PAHs. Using
Soxhlet extraction for fractionation and NMR for molecular structure characterization, he
proposed structures and reaction mechanisms. [10, 13, 14]. In the Sasaki et al. [19] study
of anthracene and phenanthrene pitch, they proposed simplified reaction mechanisms and
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obtained similar results to those found with Mochida’s work (see Figure 1.11), indicating
that at least some PAHs undergo the same reaction mechanism during polymerization.

Figure 1.11. Reaction scheme proposed by Mochida [14] for the polymerization of
naphthalene with the aid of an AlCl3 catalyst.
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Recently, a computational study was conducted by Kousoku et al. [72] to model the
kinetics of benzene pyrolysis. To my knowledge, this is the first time that a process so
similar to pitch formation has been modelled computationally with this level of accuracy.
The model predicts both kinetic and thermodynamic properties for many of the reactions
and components seen during benzene pyrolysis and was found to have fairly good
agreement with experimental data. These results are promising for the future of pitch
research and also motivate the experimental side of the field. However, a significant
obstacle to evaluating computational simulation work with true pitch precursors is the lack
of information for well-defined systems in which both reactant and product compositions
are known.
Dissertation Outline
As discussed, a key goal of the Thies groups work with pyrene pitch has been to
develop more insight into the formation of mesophase pitch. Along the way, pyrene pitch
was discovered to have its own unique properties that became of interest to our group. With
these discoveries arose the increased need for kinetic models of the reaction process so that
the pitch could be optimized in order to maximize fractions of interest for further
applications. With that in mind, the work I am presenting in this dissertation aims to meet
the following goals:
(1) Fractionate pyrene oligomers in purities suitable for conducting kinetic studies.
(2) Create techniques for obtaining early reaction kinetics for pyrene oligomerization.
(3) Develop a kinetic model for describing the oligomerization of pyrene and
predicting the molecular distribution of pyrene pitch oligomers.
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(4) Produce well-defined fractions of pyrene pitch oligomers for advanced carbon
applications.
The work performed to achieve these goals is presented in Chapters 2-5 as follows:
Chapter 2, Kinetics of the Catalytic Polymerization of Pyrene with AlCl3. The goal
of this work was to improve upon the SCE technique for fractionating pyrene pitches, first
produced by David Esguerra, and then use that technique for obtaining kinetic information.
This was the first time a kinetic model had been developed to describe pitch formation
using individual components, as opposed to fractions. During this work, I found that the
previously discovered toluene-addition reaction that occurs during fractionation occurs in
negligible quantities. Using the composition information obtained, activation energies and
rate constants were determined for the various oligomer reactions up to pyrene trimer, and
a microkinetic model was created that accurately predicted oligomer concentrations for
reaction time of 1-24 hours. It was also found that the reactions taking place were diffusion
controlled, as previously speculated.
Chapter 3, Maximizing the Formation of Low-Melting, Mesogenic Oligomers from
the Catalytic Polymerization of Pyrene. In this chapter, the goal was to make significant
improvements upon the kinetic model proposed in Chapter 2. While the original model was
found to be quite accurate, it did not account for early reactions that occurred during the
heating of the reaction vessel. As the vessel used was meant for producing quantities
appropriate for applications testing, a new apparatus had to be built to quickly heat and
quench the reaction. To this end, a Parr reactor was modified to allow the quick charging
of reactants to a pre-heated vessel. Using this new reactor design, the model was improved
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to include reaction times of 10-90 minutes. This model was then used to predict reaction
conditions for producing pitches of various desirable pyrene oligomer compositions,
depending on the application of interest.
Chapter 4, Continuous Supercritical Extraction for the Fractionation of Pyrene
Pitch. At this point, we had used our kinetic model to predict conditions for producing a
pyrene pitch that maximized low molecular weight oligomer content. Here, that pitch was
then fractionated continuously using both one-column and two-column continuous
supercritical extraction. The apparatus was adapted from one previously used in the Thies
group, with some modifications made to the level detection system. The fractions produced
were characterized by oligomeric composition, softening point, and char yield. Of
particular interest was a fraction produced by continuously removing monomer from the
pitch, producing both a recycle stream for the monomer, and a pitch product with a low
softening point of 185°C and a relatively high char-yield of 65%.
Chapter 5, Conclusions and Recommendations, summarizes this work and
recommends ideas and changes for future work. The chapter aims to help following
researchers by giving them some direction, and hopefully convince them to make changes
which will significantly improve their quality of life while conducting research with the
SCE columns.
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CHAPTER 2
KINETICS OF THE CATALYTIC POLYMERIZATION
OF PYRENE WITH AlCl3
Abstract
The kinetics of the catalytic polymerization of pyrene monomer to pyrene pitch in
the presence of aluminum trichloride (AlCl3) were studied at temperatures between 330
and 370 °C in a 1-L batch reactor. Both reactants and reaction products were isolated from
the bulk pitch using supercritical extraction (SCE), so that they could be quantified.
Concentrations of monomer, dimer, and trimer were measured at discrete reaction times,
and each was found to exhibit first-order reaction behavior. Analysis of the oligomerization
reaction behavior at differing temperatures enabled the calculation of apparent activation
energies and pre-exponential factors for each reaction. Relatively low activation energies
that decreased with increasing oligomer size were obtained, suggesting that the reactions
are mass-transfer-limited. The microkinetic model that was developed can be used to
estimate the reaction time for which the formation of liquid crystalline, mesophase-forming
pyrene trimer is maximized. Other groups have developed models for bulk mesophase
formation, but this is the first time that reaction kinetics have been measured for individual
oligomers in a carbonaceous pitch formed from pure polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs) or mixtures thereof.
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Introduction
Carbonaceous pitches have proven to be useful precursors for a variety of highperformance carbon materials, including lithium–ion batteries [1], high thermal
conductivity carbon fibers [2], and graphite–metal composites [3]. These oligomeric
materials can be derived from a number of resources, including coal tar, aromatic decant
oil, and thermally [4,5] or catalytically [6-9] oligomerized polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs). Unfortunately, significant improvements to the methods used to
produce advanced carbon materials from pitches have not been forthcoming in recent years.
One of the key problems is that the highly polydisperse nature of pitches (whether produced
synthetically or derived from indigenous materials, see Figure 2.1) makes fundamental
investigation difficult.

With literally thousands of compounds reacting and being

generated during the formation of a typical pitch, the researcher is forced to study average
properties, both bulk and molecular, of the pitch. However, some of the most desirable
properties of a pitch, such as mesophase formation, clearly are dependent on more than just
average properties [10]. For example, for a pure polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH)
compound, a minimum size and/or configuration is needed to form mesophase, while for a
mixture of lower and higher molecular weight (MW) pitch molecules, specific distributions
would be expected to maximize mesophase formation [10-11].
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Figure 2.1. (a) MALDI mass spectrum of an industrial-grade petroleum pitch, M-50; (b)
FD-mass spectrum of a mesophase pitch derived from the catalytic polymerization of
naphthalene.
Sources: (A) Reprinted from Thies MC. Fractionation and characterization of
carbonaceous pitch oligomers: Understanding the building blocks for carbon materials.
ACS Symp Ser 2014. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. (B) Reprinted from
Mochida I, Korai Y, Ku C-H, Watanabe F, Sakai Y. Chemistry of synthesis, structure,
preparation and application of aromatic-derived mesophase pitch. Carbon N Y 2000;
38:305–28. Copyright 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd.
To carry out a fundamental investigation of the kinetics of pitch formation, then, an
ideal model pitch compound would be one in which the monomer oligomerized to form
higher-order oligomers with minimal fragmentation. Sarofim and co-workers [12]
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investigated the pyrolysis of various PAHs at high temperatures and found that pyrene was
highly resistant to fragmentation, such that the primary growth mechanism was direct
polymerization of the aromatic ring. Other, more recent work [13] that focused on the size
of the largest “mers” formed has also confirmed that the oligomerization process for pyrene
is largely fragmentation-free. As seen in Figure 2.2, the oligomers generated are largely
monodisperse [14-15], and the pyrene structure remains intact. With other pure PAH’s,
such as naphthalene (Figure 2.1) or anthracene, ring fragmentation results in a high degree
of polydispersity in the oligomeric products [5, 6, 10]. Thus, pyrene was chosen for this
study.

Figure 2.2. MALDI mass spectrum of a pyrene pitch produced by catalytic polymerization
of pure pyrene monomer.
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However, kinetics requires knowledge not just of the molecular structures of the
compounds that are created and consumed, but the concentrations of those species. Thus,
techniques for both isolating and characterizing the oligomers of pyrene are also needed.
In previous work [14, 16], we have shown that supercritical extraction (SCE) can be used
to recover the various oligomeric components in a pitch in nontrivial (e.g., 100-500 mg)
quantities. Furthermore, with the high resistance of pyrene to fragmentation, the oligomers
that constitute the pitch are essentially monodisperse. Thus, fractionation of the pitch into
its pure oligomeric components via SCE becomes possible.
Previous work [17] by our group has shown that the trimer fraction of pyrene pitch
is essentially monodisperse and forms 100% mesophase, with a softening point of less than
300 °C, making it amenable to melt-spinning into fibers. With a molecular weight of 598,
this is the lowest MW PAH species for which liquid crystallinity has ever been reported
[18]. Although pyrene dimer has been shown to be isotropic, higher-order oligomers such
as tetramer would also be expected to contribute to the liquid-crystalline properties of
pyrene pitch. Clearly, then, the ratios between the oligomeric components present in pitch
will significantly affect mesophase yield. Thus, it is essential that a better understanding
of the kinetics of pyrene oligomerization be developed.
In previous related work, the kinetics of bulk mesophase formation from
carbonaceous pitches, such as petroleum and coal-tar pitches, was estimated by measuring
the mesophase content of the pitch as the oligomerization reactions progressed [19-21].
Other workers investigated the kinetics of pitch formation and carbonization from
anthracene and phenanthrene, with Soxhlet extraction being used to fractionate the pitch
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so as to monitor the rate of change in soluble/insoluble mass fractions [22]. However, none
of these studies addressed the individual oligomerization reactions occurring within the
reacting pitch systems.
In this investigation, pyrene was catalytically polymerized in the presence of AlCl3
at different temperatures over various time intervals, and the resulting pitches were then
fractionated into their constituent oligomers, up to and including trimer, via SCE. With the
resulting composition information, a kinetic model for the system was constructed and then
used to predict the conditions and times required to maximize the formation of the various
oligomeric species of pyrene.

Experimental
Materials
The pyrene pitches synthesized as a part of this work were produced by the catalytic
oligomerization of pyrene monomer (95% purity, CAS 129-00-0, from Sigma Aldrich) in
the presence of AlCl3 (98% Purity, CAS 7446-70-0, from Sigma Aldrich). The pitch
formation reactions took place in a batch reactor at temperatures between 330 and 370 °C
for set time periods ranging from 1 to 24 hours. It is important to point out that herein all
listed reaction times refer to the time after the batch reactor and its contents had reached
the desired oligomerization temperature. Clearly, then, a nontrivial level of reaction may
have occurred during reactor startup, where non-isothermal reaction conditions existed for
an extended period as the high-thermal-mass reactor approached the desired reaction
temperature. Because of this, the reaction time after beginning heat-up to the desired
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reaction temperature will be referred to as the “apparent” reaction time. ACS-grade toluene
(99.8% purity, CAS 108-88-3, from VWR) was used as the extractive solvent for
separating the various oligomeric reaction products via SCE. Additionally, 7,7,8,8tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ; 98% min. purity, CAS 158-16-7, from VWR) was used
as the matrix for Matrix-Assisted Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometry (MALDI-TOF-MS,
or MALDI for short) analyses of the final products.

Batch reactor for generation of pyrene pitches
via catalytic oligomerization
A schematic of the batch reactor used for the oligomerization reactions is shown in
Figure 2.3 The reactor has an internal volume of approximately 1 L, so that significant
amounts of pitch can be produced for materials applications, and is heated by a specially
designed furnace (not shown) into which the reactor is lowered. Stirring is not used
because of the intractably high pitch viscosities that can occur at the longer residence times
as the oligomerization reaction proceeds. For a typical experiment, a well-blended mixture
of 92% pyrene and 8% AlCl3 by mass is charged to the reactor. The reactor is then sealed,
and purging with nitrogen gas is initiated. Next, power is supplied to the heating elements
of the furnace, and the vessel and its contents are heated to the desired temperature. As
was mentioned above, at the time the desired temperature is reached, which takes 2-3 hours,
the apparent reaction time is defined to be zero (0). Throughout the entire process, nitrogen
is continuously purged through the reactor to remove any gaseous products (but no AlCl3
is lost). After holding the reactor for the desired time at a constant reaction temperature,
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the reactor is cooled with cooling water lines located in the furnace; within 15-20 min the
reactor contents are <200 °C, where the rate of reaction has been shown by experiment to
be negligible. Afterwards, the pitch product is collected from the reactor. Energydispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) of the product indicated that the aluminum was
uniformly dispersed. The product is then crushed into a powder and well-mixed so that a
homogeneous product is available for the ensuing SCE step.

Figure 2.3. Batch reactor used for the oligomerization of pyrene.
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Determining monomer, dimer, and trimer compositions in pyrene pitches via SCE
A schematic of the supercritical extraction (SCE) unit used to separate the pitch
oligomers is shown in Figure 2.4. The apparatus consists of a 1.8-cm i.d x 2.0-m high
open (i.e., unpacked) column, which is rated for 400 °C and 200 bar service. Details of the
design, construction, and process control system are described elsewhere [23-24]; thus, the
discussion below will only address the operating procedures used in this study.
For a given experimental run, the detachable still-pot is disconnected from the
column, charged with a sample of the pyrene pitch (taken from the batch reactor in Fig. 3)
to be fractionated, and then reconnected. For these experiments, a still-pot charge of 1-2
grams of pitch was adequate, but even 50-g quantities can be fractionated. The entire
assembled column is pressure-tested with nitrogen at ~175 bar, followed by a low-pressure
nitrogen purge overnight to remove all traces of oxygen. The column is then heated to the
desired temperature.
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Figure 2.4. Supercritical Extraction (SCE) unit used to fractionate reactor pyrene pitch into
its oligomeric constituents.
For the experiments described in this work, an isothermal temperature profile of
330 °C was established throughout the column using band heaters. During this heating
process, nitrogen is continuously purged through the column to inhibit oxidation of the
sample.
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Once the desired column temperature is reached, the nitrogen purge is stopped and
solvent flow is initiated. The extractive solvent toluene (Tc = 318.6 °C, Pc = 41.1 bar [25])
is pumped at a rate of 15 mL/min into an electrical preheater controlled to 330 °C before
entering the bottom of the column, where it flows upward through the pyrene-pitch charge
in the still-pot. Depending on the density of the supercritical toluene, which is a function
of the column operating temperature and pressure, the supercritical solvent extracts the
desired pyrene oligomer from the pitch according to its molecular weight. Thus, pyrene
monomer was extracted with supercritical (SC) toluene at 20±0.2 bar, dimer at 36.5±0.2
bar, and trimer at 52±0.2 bar. Tetramer species were not soluble in SC toluene at pressures
up to 175 bar. Additional details on the selection of the pressures for extraction of the
various oligomers are given elsewhere [15].
After being flashed from SCE conditions to ambient pressures upon exiting the
column through a metering valve, the overhead extract (Figure 2.4) containing the isolated
oligomer is collected in a cooled sample-collection jar at ambient pressures to ensure
complete condensation of the sample. The sample is analyzed by MALDI to ensure that it
is pure and consists only of a single “mer”. To remove the toluene solvent from a given
sample, it is first concentrated from 300 mL to 10-20 mL using a Büchi R-124 Rotovapor.
The concentrated sample is then transferred to a small aluminum pan, and the remaining
solvent is removed in a Fisher Scientific 280A Isotemp oven at 70 °C and 0.3 bar overnight.
The remaining pitch charge is dried in situ during the nitrogen purge at the end of an SCE
run, and is then removed from the stillpot and weighed.
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Once dried, the individual oligomers recovered as overhead extract products are
weighed; these weights are combined with that of the dried remaining pitch charge in order
to check closure of the overall pitch mass balance, which was always good to better than
100±4%. The remaining pitch charge was also analyzed by MALDI to confirm that the
monomer, dimer, and trimer were completely extracted from the charge by the SCE
process. Thus, anything left in the stillpot was assumed to be either higher MW oligomers
or AlCl3. (No Al was ever detected in the overhead product by ICP-AES.) From the mass
of monomer, dimer, and trimer in the overhead product, plus the mass of tetramer and
higher “mers” in the remaining pitch charge, minus the mass of AlCl3 in the pitch charge,
the concentration (i.e., wt %) of monomer, dimer, and trimer in the original pyrene pitch
was gravimetrically determined. Pyrene pitch composition information is given in
Supplementary Tables S1-S5.

Validation measurement of monomer compositions by
GC/FID and HPLC/UV-Vis
GC/FID and HPLC/UV-Vis were used to independently verify the monomer
compositions in the pitches. In brief, pitch from the reactor was washed with toluene 2-3x
at ambient conditions, and the resulting solutions were injected into the GC and HPLC and
analyzed for pyrene monomer. No monomer was ever detected in the solution after more
than 3 washes. An HP-5 column (Agilent Technologies, (5%-phenyl)-methylpolysiloxane,
0.25mm i.d. x30 m, 0.25-µm film thickness) was used for the GC/FID and a C18 reversephase column (250mm length; 4.6mm i.d.; particle size 4 µm) manufactured by Restek
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Corp. (Pinnacle II PAH, product No. 9219475) was used for the HPLC/UV-Vis analysis.
The results of both of these techniques agreed with the gravimetric method described
above, with the average percent deviation between the three independent methods agreeing
to within 1% deviation. No alternative method was available for validating the dimer and
trimer compositions, as their low volatility obviated the use of GC, and for HPLC no
suitable standards are available. The use of MALDI for oligomer quantification was
attempted following the work of Kulkarni and Thies [26] with petroleum pitches, but no
reliable calibration could be obtained.

MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry analysis for oligomer identification
MALDI was used to identify the presence of monomer through tetramer pyrene
species in the starting pitch and in the collected overhead pitch fractions obtained via SCE.
The portion of the pitch charge that remained in the stillpot was also analyzed by MALDI
to ensure that all of the target oligomers (monomer thru trimer) had been removed from
the original charge. A Bruker Daltonics Autoflex MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer
equipped with a 337 nm nitrogen laser was used for this work; the specific ionization and
laser power settings used are given elsewhere [15].

Distortionless Enhancement of Polarization Transfer
In order to investigate the appearance of a toluene addition peak that appeared as a
result of the SCE process, Distortionless Enhancement of Polarization Transfer 13C
nuclear magnetic resonance spectra (DEPT-135 13C-NMR) of the pitch samples were
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obtained using a 300 MHz NMR spectrometer (Bruker Avance) equipped with a 5-mm
quadruple-nucleus probe. The spectra were acquired from -10.0 to 140 ppm with a 135°
pulse, using an acquisition time of 1.82 s. A total of 750 scans were collected for each
sample. Samples were made by dissolving 50 mg of the given dimer or trimer fraction per
mL of deuterated chloroform, using tetramethylsilane (TMS) as a reference.

Results and Discussion
Composition Analysis of the Pyrene Pitches Produced in the Reactor
Each pyrene pitch produced in the reactor via catalytic polymerization was first
analyzed in its entirety by MALDI, in order to make an initial identification of the species
present in the pitch, see Figure 2.5. Pyrene monomer (202 Da), dimer (400 Da), trimer
(598 Da), and occasionally tetramer (796 Da, circled) were all observed in the mass spectra.
However, we caution the reader not to infer the quantities present from the peak intensities
seen below, as both previous work [27-28] and work herein indicate that some higher MW
species can be difficult to observe, even if present in significant quantities, because of their
low ionization efficiencies.
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Figure 2.5. Representative MALDI spectra for pyrene pitches produced in the batch
reactor at apparent reaction times of (a) 0 h, (b) 1 h, (c) 4 h, and (d) 8 h. Tetramer peaks
are enclosed by circles on the spectra.
Methyl and dimethyl homologs of the identified pitch oligomers (i.e., at 216/230
Da, 414/428 Da, and 612/626 Da) were also observed, which is consistent with the
fragmentation and reaction behavior observed with the catalytic polymerization and
carbonization of other pure PAH’s, including naphthalene and anthracene [10,5]. A
MALDI spectrum for a typical dimer fraction can be seen in Figure 2.6. Of note are four
peaks: pyrene dimer at 400 Da, methyl pyrene dimer at 414 Da, dimethyl (or ethyl) pyrene
dimer at 428 Da, and a peak at 490 Da, which is consistent with the product of a
condensation reaction between toluene and the pyrene dimer.
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Figure 2.6. Representative MALDI spectra of a pure dimer cut. Contrary to the spectral
peak heights, the pyrene dimer is 96% pure.
From the spectrum, the sample appears to be impure, as both the toluene addition
peak and the alkyl pyrene peaks are relatively large. However, previous work both here
and elsewhere [27-28] has shown that alkylated PAHs have significantly higher ionization
efficiencies than their parent homologs, by a factor of 5-10. Thus, from the MALDI
spectrum of Figure 2.6 and an estimate of the ionization efficiency of 8:1 for the alkyl
dimers, we estimate that the 414 and 428 Da species are present at concentrations of 1%
and 3% of the parent pyrene dimer. For the toluene addition peak at 490 Da, DEPT-NMR
was used to quantify this peak. It was expected from the library that two negative peaks
would be observed: one corresponding to the methylene bridge found in ethyl pyrene dimer
at 29 ppm (i.e., this is the 428 Da peak in Figure 2.6, which includes both ethyl and
dimethyl dimers), and one corresponding to the methylene bridge found in the toluene
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addition component at 40 ppm. As seen in Figure 2.7, only the methylene bridge in ethyl
dimer was visible. So from the NMR spectrum, the toluene addition species must be well
under the 1% level. Clearly, then, the MALDI spectrum in Figure 2.6 greatly overrepresents the amount of 490 Da species present. Taking all of the above information into
account, then, pyrene dimer is present at a purity of about 96%. For the pyrene trimer,
similar results were obtained for both the alkylated homologs and for the toluene addition
peak; thus, the purity of pyrene trimer can also be estimated to be ~96%.

Figure 2.7. DEPT-135 13C-NMR spectrum of a typical pyrene dimer cut obtained via SCE.
Reference peaks of ethyl benzene and diphenylmethane were used for comparison to
toluene and ethyl components. Reference spectra were obtained from the Spectral Database
for Organic Compounds [29-30].
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Oligomer yields from catalytic polymerization
Figure 2.8 shows the changes in oligomeric composition, as the reactions
progressed in the batch reactor, for the reaction temperature of 350 °C. As would be
expected, the monomer concentration initially drops off steeply and then tapers as the
reaction approaches completion. But the concentrations of dimer and trimer also decrease
continuously from the start, indicating that the maxima in concentration for these products
of monomer reaction have already passed. Clearly, the apparent reaction time, which we
have defined as commencing once the reactor has reached the oligomerization temperature,
misses these maxima.
To maximize trimer production, then, this means that we must find a way to access
the extent of reaction that occurs during the heat-up period. This could be done in a number
of ways, such as reducing the time it takes to reach temperature or by exploring lower
temperatures at which to carry out the reactions.
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Figure 2.8. Changes in oligomeric composition over the course of the reaction at 350 °C;
in most cases, the error bars are no larger than the data points.
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As shown below, kinetic information derived from our experimental
measurements, such as those given in Figure 2.8, is a first step in determining the
temperatures in real time required to maximize trimer production.

Kinetics of pyrene oligomerization
Calculation of oligomerization kinetics
The oligomerization process for pyrene is one that involves many reactions and
reaction products. In order to simplify the task of modeling the kinetics of this process, the
following assumptions were made: (1) Although the tetramer oligomer could be formed
either from a reaction between a monomer and trimer molecule or a reaction between two
dimer molecules, at this time we are unable to separate out tetramer from the other, higher
MW products so as to distinguish between the two reactions. Therefore, we assumed that
only the monomer+trimer reaction occurred for this work, as this reaction would be less
diffusion-limited. (2) All reactions were assumed to be first-order with respect to each
reactant. This is typically the case for reactions of this nature.
With these assumptions, the following rate equations were used to model the system
of reactions:
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where CM, CD, and CT refer to the concentrations (with units of mol mer/kg of
catalyst) of monomer, dimer, and trimer, respectively, and k1, k2, and k3 refer to the rate
constants of their respective reactions. The differential equations were solved numerically
for CM, CD, and CT as functions of k1, k2, and k3. A nonlinear least squares (NLLS) method
was then used to obtain the rate constants given in Table 2.1, minimizing the sum of the
squared residuals of the calculated and experimental concentrations. Figure 2.9 shows the
output of the model equations, using those rate constants, compared against the
experimental results.

Effect of temperature on pyrene oligomerization reaction rates
An Arrhenius plot of ln k against the reciprocal of the reactor temperature is given
by Figure 2.10. For each reaction, a good fit was obtained with the model equations, with
correlation coefficients greater than 0.99. From the slope of the line (–Ea/R) and the
intercept (ln A), the activation energies and pre-exponential factors for the three reactions
were obtained (see Table 2.2). For similar reactions with anthracene and phenanthrene,
Sasaki and coworkers reported activation energies ranging from 217 kJ/mol for anthracene
to 343 kJ/mol for phenanthrene [22].
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Table 2.1. Rate constants for Eqns. 1, 2, and 3 at various temperatures
Temperature
(°C)

k1
(M kg-1 h-1)

k2
(M kg-1 h-1)

k3
(M kg-1 h-1)

330

7.2 x10-3

3.2 x10-2

8.1 x10-2

350

8.4 x10-3

3.5 x10-2

8.8 x10-2

370
1.1 x10-2
units of kg are kg of catalyst

4.2 x10-2

1.0 x10-1

a

-1

-1

-1

Figure 2.9. Experimental oligomer compositions (p-monomer u-dimer ¢-trimer)
compared with those predicted (monomer dashed, dimer solid, and trimer dotted lines)
using the proposed model.
While their kinetics were calculated for the rate of formation of insoluble fractions,
and thus are not directly comparable to our experiments, the similarity of the chemistries
does raise concerns over the relatively low values for the activation energies. Typically,
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reactions of this type with Ea < 21 kJ mol-1 are diffusion-limited, while surface-controlled
reactions Ea will range between 42-84 kJ mol-1 [31-32]. Based on this information, we can
conclude that the relatively low activation energies are most likely due to diffusion
limitations in the molten and progressively solidifying pyrene pitch as it reacts to higher
MW species.

Figure 2.10. Arrhenius plots of ln k vs 1/T for rate constants k1, k2, and k3.
Table 2.2. Activation energies (Ea) and pre-exponential factors (A) for rate constants k1,
k2, and k3.
ki

Ea
(kJ mol-1)

A
(M kg of cat.-1 h-1)

k1
k2
k3

28
19
16

1.82
1.41
1.78

-1
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At first, it might seem like there should not be such a large effect on the diffusion
in the system when comparing pyrene vs. anthracene or phenanthrene. However, one must
keep in mind that the kinetics are being calculated from data taken after an extended heatup period, during which significant oligomerization has already taken place. Therefore, the
monomer and dimer reactants can also experience diffusion limitations arising from
oligomers impeding their path. Furthermore, as shown in Table 2.2, the activation energies
decrease as the size of the reactants increases, as would be expected for diffusion-limited
reactions, because larger oligomers diffuse more slowly than monomer and dimer.

A microkinetic model for pyrene oligomerization
The microkinetic model developed from our experimental results (i.e., eqns 1-3 and
their respective rate constants) was then used to predict the compositional changes that
would occur in the reactor (Figure 2.3) with increasing reaction time, assuming that the
reactor was charged with pure monomer at zero real time. Because the experimental kinetic
data had been obtained over a relatively narrow range of operating temperatures (i.e., 330370 °C), extrapolation of the data to the lower temperatures that actually existed during the
heat-up period was not attempted. Instead, for these calculations the temperature was
maintained at 350 °C for the entire reaction time. The model was fit to the experimental
data by iterating on the difference between the real and apparent reaction times so as to
minimize the sum-of-squares (SSQ) residuals between the experimental and calculated
oligomer compositions. As shown in Figure 2.11, the SSQ was minimized for a time
difference (i.e., reaction minus apparent time) of 3 hours. It is noteworthy that this result
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is comparable to the actual heat-up time of 2-3 h (at a rate of ~1.5 °C/min) required in our
1-L reactor to achieve the desired reaction temperature. Finally, the microkinetic model
predicts peak concentrations of 3.97 mol mer/(kg of catalyst) at 1 hour for dimer and 1.53
mol mer/(kg of catalyst) for trimer at 1.5 h.

Figure 2.11. Changes in oligomeric composition in the reactor in real time, starting with a
charge of pure monomer, as predicted by the microkinetic model. Experimental
compositions (p-monomer u-dimer ¢-trimer) used for fitting the model parameters are
also shown.
There are several possible explanations for the discrepancies that exist between the
model and the experimental data: (1) no data in the heat-up period was included because
the temperature was changing; (2) some of the neglected reactions (e.g., dimer–dimer) may
play a larger role than initially thought; and (3) the reactions may be less diffusion-limited
early in the reaction, affecting the kinetic parameters.
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Conclusions
A microkinetic model has been developed for the catalytic polymerization of
pyrene monomer, with the rate constants being derived from oligomer composition
measurements

taken

at

discrete

times.

The

model

takes

into

account

consumption/production reactions of pyrene monomer, dimer, and trimer. Using the
proposed model, we are able to predict the peak concentrations that are attainable for the
observed oligomers. Because pure pyrene trimer forms a low MW material that melts to
form mesophase at temperatures below 300 °C, maximizing its formation is of particular
interest. Future work is required to explore the intrinsic kinetics for this system, confirm
the predictions made above, and maximize the concentration of desirable oligomers in the
laboratory.
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CHAPTER 3
MAXIMIZING THE FORMATION OF LOW-MELTING, MESOGENIC
OLIGOMERS FROM THE CATALYTIC POLYMERIZATION OF PYRENE
Abstract
Experimental data has been observed for the catalytic polymerization of pyrene and
used to generate a microkinetic reaction model capable of predicting reaction conditions
suitable for producing low-melting mesophases. Although pyrene trimer forms 100%
mesophase with a low melting point, product yield as a percentage of the feed pyrene
monomer is low. Thus, the strategy is to produce a mesogenic material consisting of three
pyrene oligomers: dimer, trimer, and “x-mer” (i.e., tetramer and higher oligomers). Using
the microkinetic model, a wide range of operating conditions have been explored; two
scenarios are worth experimental investigation to determine the extent of mesophase
formation in the proposed oligomeric mixtures: (1) moderate reaction temperatures and
short reaction times, which minimize the formation of high-melting x-mer and (2) moderate
temperatures and long reaction times, which eliminate the need for monomer and dimer
stripping to build up the molecular weight of the pyrene pitch product. Finally, NMR
measurements of the pyrene pitch products indicate that the oligomers are completely
cyclized, with oligomers consisting of monomer units connected by single C-C bonds being
undetectable. With complete cyclization occurring, one would expect better mechanical
properties in carbon products (e.g., carbon fibers) made from such a mesophase pitch.
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Introduction
Carbon-based materials have played an instrumental role in the advancement of
technology in a wide range of fields, including high thermal conductivity carbon fibers [14], graphite-metal composites [5-7], and carbon foams [8-10]. Currently, one of the leading
precursors for these materials are carbonaceous pitches. These oligomeric precursors can
be synthesized from a number of fossil resources, including coal tar [11,12], aromatic
decant oil [13,14], and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) [15-21]. While there are
several processing technologies capable of synthesizing pitch-based carbon materials, the
polydisperse nature of pitches (e.g., see naphthalene pitch in Figure 3.1a) has made the
needed fundamental investigations into their kinetics of formation and the resultant
composition–property relationships problematic. Thus, it is commonplace that only
average properties of the resulting pitches are measured [22-25], with these properties not
being easily correlated with the properties of the discrete pitch components that comprise
the mixture – if those components can even be identified.
To perform a fundamental investigation into the kinetics of pitch and mesophase
formation, it would be preferable to select a pitch precursor that undergoes minimal
fragmentation during oligomerization. Pyrene has been identified as such a model PAH,
based primarily on the pioneering work of Sarofim and co-workers [26,27].

They

discovered that for pyrene, fragmentation reactions were minimal (in contrast with many
other PAHs), so that the aromatic structure remained largely intact during oligomerization.
As an example of the significant differences between the oligomerization of pyrene vs.
many other PAHs, mass spectra for “fragmentation-prone” naphthalene and
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“fragmentation-resistant” pyrene are given in Figures 3.1a and 3.1b, respectively.
Previous workers in our group [28] provided further incentive to investigate pyrene when
they discovered that the pure pyrene pitch trimer forms 100% mesophase, with a softening
point of less than 300 °C, making it conducive to melt-spinning into carbon fibers [2,3].
With a molecular weight (MW) of 598 g/mol, this is the smallest PAH species for which
liquid crystallinity has ever been reported.
The kinetics of the catalytic polymerization of pyrene with AlCl3 have previously
been studied [29] in a 1-L batch reactor at 330-370 °C and 3-27 hours, and those results
were shown in Chapter 2. This large-volume reactor was designed for producing the
significant amounts of pitch required for materials applications, and not for obtaining
kinetic data. Nevertheless, because supercritical extraction (SCE) had been developed for
processing g-sized quantities of the oligomerized pitch product, individual monomer,
dimer, and trimer species of the pitch could be isolated for gravimetric determination of
species concentration. Using these experimental data, the reactions taking place were
modeled. However, because of the large mass of the reactor, a long heat-up time of ~3 h
was required to reach constant temperature, where meaningful kinetic data could be
obtained. Unfortunately, this meant that reaction rates were not obtained at conditions
where lower molecular weight (MW) oligomers having the potential to form low-melting
mesophases are dominant. In this paper, a novel reactor setup and procedure were
implemented so as to essentially eliminate heat-up times, allowing us to observe reactions
involving dimer and trimer species within minutes of reaction initiation.
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Figure 3.1. (a) FD-mass spectrum of a mesophase pitch derived from the catalytic
polymerization of naphthalene [21]. (b) MALDI mass spectrum of a pyrene pitch produced
by catalytic polymerization of pure pyrene monomer [28].
In addition, our unique ability to isolate pure pyrene dimer and trimer species via SCE
enabled the development of a gel permeation chromatography (GPC) method for
determining the oligomeric composition of reaction products. This reduced the time
required to obtain kinetic data by more than an order of magnitude.
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Materials
The pyrene pitches described herein were produced via the catalytic
oligomerization of pyrene monomers (95% purity, CAS 129-00-0, from Sigma Aldrich) in
the presence of AlCl3 (98% Purity, CAS 7446-70-0, from Sigma Aldrich). For calibration
of the gel permeation chromatograph (GPC), pyrene (98% purity, CAS 129-00-0, from
Thermo Scientific) was used as the analytical standard for pyrene monomer, while pyrene
dimer and trimer standards were generated in-house via SCE of pyrene pitches produced
from our 1-L reactor, as described in the Procedure. 1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene (HPLC Grade,
BDH67009, from VWR International LLC.) was used as the mobile-phase solvent for
GPC.

Procedure
Synthesis of Pyrene Pitch
Reactions were carried out in an externally heated, 50-mL Parr reactor (316ss),
equipped with a charging vessel (316ss) for quickly delivering pyrene and catalyst once
the reactor had reached the desired temperature (Figure 3.2). For a typical experiment, the
reactor lid is installed to seal the reactor, and the reactor is then continuously purged with
nitrogen. Meanwhile, the reactants, a well-blended mixture of 92% pyrene and 8% AlCl3
by mass, are delivered into the charging vessel through the top port, with valve V1 being
removed and valve V2 being closed. V1 is then installed, a nitrogen source is attached to
V1, and the sample vessel is gently purged with nitrogen through V1 so as not to disturb the
pyrene/catalyst mixture. Purging of the charging vessel is then stopped by closing V1, and
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the charging vessel is connected to the purged reactor and line via V2, as shown in Figure
3.2. Next, the reactor is pre-heated to the desired setpoint temperature T1 for that run,
which was in the 200-270 °C range. Once the reactor reaches the desired temperature, the
sample vessel is then heated via heating-tape tracing to a temperature of 170 °C (T3) in
order to liquefy the pyrene/catalyst mixture (m.p. pyrene = 148 °C). (Prior to the kinetic
measurements, experiments had shown that at 170 °C, the solid AlCl3 catalyst readily
dissolves in liquid pyrene, but that essentially no oligomerization reactions occur at this
temperature.) When the charging vessel thermocouple T3 reaches an internal temperature
of 170 °C, V2 and V1 are opened, allowing nitrogen from a gas cylinder at a constant
pressure of 600 psig to force the molten reactant mixture into the Parr reactor.
(Thermodynamics tell us that at the operating temperatures of interest, the effect of 600
psig of ideal-gas nitrogen pressure on the liquid-phase kinetics of the system is negligible.)
After addition of the reactant mixture under stirring, the temperature of the reactor and its
contents (T2) is re-established within 2 min. Finally, once the desired reaction time has
passed, the resulting pitch product is quenched to under 100 °C in less than 2 min by
quickly removing the insulation and heating band around the reactor, and then pouring the
reactor contents into an aluminum pan at ambient conditions.
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Figure 3.2. Batch reactor and charging vessel setup used for oligomerization of pyrene
experiments.
Analysis of Pyrene Oligomers via GPC
Prior to GPC analysis, MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry used to analyze the pitch
product and confirm that the reaction had proceeded normally, using methods discussed
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elsewhere [29,30]. Reaction products (i.e., pyrene pitches) generated in the Parr reactor
were analyzed for monomer and oligomeric content by GPC for separation and refractive
index (RI) for detection. In particular, a Waters Alliance GPCV 2000 unit maintained at
140 °C and equipped with two Styragel HT2 columns (10 µm, 7.8 mm x 300 mm) was
used, with 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB) being delivered as the mobile phase at a flow rate
of 1 mL/min. Samples were dissolved in the mobile phase at a concentration of 5 mg/mL
and filtered using a 0.2µm nylon-membrane syringe filter (VWR, part no. 28145-487).
Detection and quantification of the standards and samples was achieved using a Waters
differential refractometer. The pyrene monomer standard is described in the Materials
section. No pure pyrene dimer or trimer standards are available, so they were produced inhouse using our unique, high-temperature SCE setup [30] to sequentially extract the
oligomers from pyrene pitches previously generated in our large, 1-L reactor.

1

H NMR of Pyrene Dimer

Proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR) spectra, using a 300 MHz NMR
spectrometer (Bruker Avance) equipped with a 5-mm quadruple-nucleus probe, was
obtained on pure pyrene dimer previously isolated from pyrene pitch via SCE. 50 mg of
the dimer was dissolved per mL of deuterated chloroform, using tetramethylsilane (TMS)
as a reference. A total of 1024 scans were taken from 0.0–10.0 ppm, with the area of interest
being 6.0–9.0 ppm for aromatic protons.
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Results/Discussion
Determination of Oligomer Concentrations in
Pyrene Pitch Reaction Product
Because processing temperatures for the preparation of mesophase pitch via
catalytic polymerization of PAHs with AlCl3 are typically in the 300-480 °C range [32],
our initial experiments were attempted at temperatures over 300 °C. However, even at
residence times on the order of only minutes, monomer conversions always exceeded 50%,
and, more importantly, the maxima in dimer and trimer conversion were missed. Therefore,
we lowered reactor temperatures down to the 200-300 °C range in order to obtain a
complete picture of the conversion of monomer to dimer and trimer products. In particular,
kinetics for the conversion of pyrene monomer to pitch were investigated at 200, 230, 250,
and 270 °C for reaction times of 10, 30, 60, and 90 min. Each pyrene pitch was produced
in triplicate for a given temperature-vs-time run, and reaction products were quantitatively
analyzed by GPC with RI. We remind the reader that analysis by GPC was possible only
because of our unique ability to produce oligomer standards via SCE. Results via GPC
were compared to our previous method (used in Chapter 2) [29] of recovery of pure
monomer, dimer, and trimer fractions from the pyrene pitch reaction product via SCE,
followed by gravimetric, GC-FID, and/or HPLC/UV-vis analysis of said fractions. Very
good agreement (to within 1%) between GPC and SCE/other was found.
Figure 3.3 shows the changes in oligomeric composition with time for the various reactor
temperatures. As expected, the concentration of pyrene monomer decreased more rapidly
as the temperature of the reaction was increased (Figure 3.3a). The pyrene dimer and
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trimer species (Figures 3.3b, c) exhibited time-variant concentration profiles indicative of
intermediate species involved in series reactions. Specifically, the concentration of the two
pyrene oligomers initially increased, then later decreased, with the pyrene dimer generally
reaching higher peak concentrations than those of the trimer. These first-ever observations
of maxima in pyrene oligomer concentrations provide the information needed to optimize
pyrene oligomerization reactions. For example, at a reaction time of 90 min and a
temperature of 270 °C, we observed record high pyrene dimer and trimer concentrations
for a pyrene pitch, with combined concentrations approaching 50 wt. %.
The reaction-rate data shown in Figure 3.3a shows a steep drop-off in monomer mass
fraction during the first 10 min of the reaction, along with correspondingly sharp increases
in dimer and trimer concentrations (Figures 3.3b, c), with this behavior becoming more
pronounced for the higher temperatures. We believe that this behavior is due to two
phenomena: (1) enhanced diffusion of reactive species at the lower average pitch molecular
weights that exist at earlier residence times and (2) rapid deactivation of the AlCl3 catalyst
during the early stages of reaction due to catalyst coking. While common and thus not at
all unexpected [33], this behavior provides quite the challenge when attempting to model
the system of reactions taking place. However, this behavior appears to have quelled after
the first 10 min of reaction, and thereafter pyrene and its oligomers exhibit a reaction profile
that is more diffusion-limited due to the more modest increases in concentrations of the
active intermediates. Because of our inability to accurately model the catalyst deactivation
processes, we chose to develop a reaction kinetic model using only post-10 min
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concentration data, and specified the initial species concentrations for the model as those
observed at 10 min of reaction.

Figure 3.3. Time-dependent pyrene monomer (a), dimer (b), and trimer (c) concentration
profiles obtained at various reaction temperatures as determined by GPC-RI: (l 200 °C, n
230 °C, u 250 °C, p 270 °C). Recall that the reactor charge was 92% monomer and 8%
catalyst by mass.
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Fitting and Calculation of Kinetic Model Parameters
The Lewis-acid-catalyzed oligomerization of pyrene and its derivatives yields
multiple oligomer products of increasing molecular weight. Though multiple reaction
pathways and structural isomers of the pyrene oligomers are possible, it was assumed that
the energetics associated with the formation of the different structural oligomers of similar
weight were of similar magnitude, or that a single mechanistic pathway was dominant.
Two key additional assumptions were also made: (1) the tetramer pyrene oligomer is
formed from a reaction between a monomer and trimer molecule. While our experiments
indicate that the dimer–dimer reaction also occurs, we are unable to separate out tetramer
from the other, higher MW products so as to distinguish between the two reactions.
Therefore, we assumed that only the less diffusion-limited, monomer–trimer reaction
occurs. (2) All reactions were assumed to be first-order with respect to each reactant. This
is typically the case for reactions of this nature. [34]
With these assumptions, the following rate equations were used to model the system of
reactions:
!"#
!$
!"/
!$
!"0
!$

= −𝑘( 𝐶* + − 𝑘+ 𝐶* 𝐶, − 𝑘- 𝐶* 𝐶.

(1)

(

= + 𝑘( 𝐶* + − 𝑘+ 𝐶* 𝐶,

(2)

= 𝑘+ 𝐶* 𝐶, − 𝑘- 𝐶* 𝐶. ,

(3)

where CM, CD, and CT refer to the concentrations (with units of mol mer/L) of pyrene
monomer, dimer, and trimer, respectively, and k1, k2, and k3 refer to the rate constants of
their respective reactions. The differential equations were solved numerically for CM, CD,
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and CT as functions of k1, k2, and k3. A nonlinear least squares (NLLS) method was then
used to obtain the rate constants given in Table 3.1, minimizing the sum of the squared
residuals of the calculated and experimental concentrations. Figure 3.4 shows the output
of the model equation, using those rate constants, compared against the experimental
results at 230 °C.

Results for the other temperatures are given in Supplementary

Information.
Table 3.1 Rate Constants for Equations 1, 2, and 3 at 200-270 °C a
Temperature (°C)
k1 (M-1 kg-1 h-1)
k2 (M-1 kg-1 h-1)
200
7.1 x10-2
3.5 x10-2
230

k3 (M-1 kg-1 h-1)
6.2 x10-2

9.1 x10-2

4.9 x10-2

7.5 x10-2

250
1.3 x10-1
270
1.6 x10-1
a
units of kg are kg of catalyst

5.4 x10-2
6.2 x10-2

8.5 x10-2
9.4 x10-2

Figure 3.4. Experimental pyrene oligomer compositions (u-dimer ¢-trimer) observed for
a reaction temperature of 230°C, and compared with those predicted using the proposed
kinetic model.
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Based on the experiments performed at different temperatures, activation energies
(see Table 3.2) were calculated from Arrhenius plots (Figure 3.5) for the reactions at 200-

ln (k)

270 °C.
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Figure 3.5. Arrhenius plots of ln k vs 1/T for rate constants k1, k2, and k3 at 200-270 °C.
Table 3.2. Activation energies (Ea) and pre-exponential factors (A) for rate constants k1,
k2, and k3 as calculated from the early-time reactions at 200-270 °C. Values for reactions
at 300-370 °C and 3-27 h [29] are shown in parentheses for comparison.
ki

Ea (kJ mol-1)

A (M-1 kg of cat.-1 h-1)

k1
k2
k3

26 (28)
17 (19)
13 (16)

45.57 (1.82)
2.61 (1.41)
1.53 (1.78)

Frequently, activation energies of less than 20 kJ/mol indicate that reactions are
occurring relatively rapidly in comparison to the slower, mass-transfer-limiting processes
(i.e., diffusion) that bring reactive species together. Thus, results indicate that mass-
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transfer limitations for the catalytic polymerization of pyrene extend down to our earliest
measured reaction times of 10 min. As Chapter 2’s work was for much longer reaction
times and significantly higher temperatures, we did not necessarily expect similar masstransfer limitations to be in place at the much shorter reaction times, so significantly
different reaction kinetics could have come into play. However, with the new activation
energies being quite similar to those previously calculated from reaction-rate data at 3-27
h and 300-370 °C, we conclude that we now have a microkinetic model that can be safely
applied over a wide range of reaction times and temperatures.

Predicting Reaction Conditions for the Generation of Low-Melting Mesophases via the
Catalytic Polymerization of Pyrene
In using the microkinetic model to predict reaction conditions that would be worth
investigating for the generation of mesophases, we considered several factors: (1) Although
pyrene trimer is interesting from a fundamental standpoint as a monodisperse, low-melting
mesogen, the cost of isolating this single monomer pure would probably be too high for
practical applications. Thus, we looked at isolating all trimer generated in the pyrene pitch,
along with significant amounts of the “adjacent” (i.e., dimer and tetramer) oligomers to
increase product yield. In a manner analogous to what has been observed for bulk
petroleum pitches [28,35], one would expect that oligomeric compositions would exist
such that a mixture of these three adjacent oligomers would form 100% mesophase. (2)
Our work has shown that stripping monomer from the pitch product is easy, with pressures
of no more than 20 bar with toluene (or even an inert gas) working well. Dimer is harder
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to strip but is still straightforward, with pressures of no more than 36 bar using dense-gas
toluene working well. Thus, we assumed that any monomer and a significant portion of
dimer could be stripped from the reaction product without incurring excessive costs. (3).
As our goal is to produce low-melting mesophases, we also considered putting specific
limits on the maximum wt % that the so-called “x-mers” (i.e., tetramer and higher
oligomers that cannot be individually isolated) could be present in a given pitch.
The microkinetic model was used to predict monomer and oligomer concentrations in the
pyrene pitch product as a function of reaction time for temperatures ranging from 200 to
370 °C. Results are given in Figure 3.6 for 300 °C and are representative of the behavior
that was observed for the other temperatures (See Supplementary Information).

Figure 3.6. Dimer, trimer, and x-mer compositions vs. reaction time on a monomer- and
catalyst-free basis, as predicted by our micro-kinetic model at 300°C.
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Concentrations of dimer, trimer, and x-mer are presented on a monomer- and
catalyst-free basis to reflect the composition of the expected final product after processing
to remove the monomer and catalyst. Several trends in the figure are worth noting. First,
because the trimer curve is relatively flat, with the maximum occurring only after long
reaction times, the preferred reaction time would probably be closer to the minimum in xmer concentration (~2 h for all temperatures), so that the melting point of the mesophase
produced would not be too high. Second, too high a dimer concentration would inhibit the
formation of mesophase, so we would not want to operate too near the maximum in dimer
concentration. With the above considerations, the microkinetic model has been used to
generate two possible scenarios (i.e., Table 3.3/Figure 3.7 and Table 3.4/Figure 3.8) for
producing mesogenic pyrene pitches.
For each case, the Tables give the complete composition profile of the raw pyrene pitch
product, and the Figures give the composition of the same product, albeit with monomer
and catalyst removed. Referring to Figure 3.7, about half of the dimer would need to be
stripped away from the monomer-free pyrene pitch to bring the dimer down to the 25-30%
level, so that there would be approximately equal amounts of dimer, trimer, and x-mer, and
a mesophase pitch could form. 300 or 340 °C would be suitable reaction temperatures, as
the reaction times would be 2 h or less. 370 °C is approaching degradation temperatures
for mesophase. Table 3.3 also shows that significant amounts (~25%) of monomer would
have to be removed and recycled at these temperatures.
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Table 3.3. Overall pyrene pitch composition (in mass %) at various temperatures as
predicted by our micro-kinetic model. In this scenario, x-mer concentration on a monomerand catalyst-free basis was minimized for each temperature.

Figure 3.7. Dimer, trimer, and x-mer compositions on a monomer- and catalyst-free basis
at various temperatures as predicted by our micro-kinetic model. As was the case in Table
3.3, x-mer concentration on a monomer- and catalyst-free basis was minimized for each
temperature.
Figure 3.8 presents an alternative scenario in which much longer reaction times
would be required, which could be a significant disadvantage. However, at 300 °C and
higher, so little monomer is left (see Table 3.4) that stripping would not be required, and
with over 50% trimer + x-mer in the reaction product, all of the dimer might be required to
lower the melting point of the mesophase, so that no stripping at all would be required.
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Table 3.4. Overall pyrene pitch composition (in mass %) at various temperatures as
predicted by our micro-kinetic model. In this scenario, x-mer concentration was held to a
maximum of 25% of the overall pitch composition.

Figure 3.8. Dimer, trimer, and x-mer compositions on a monomer- and catalyst-free basis
at various temperatures as predicted by our micro-kinetic model. As was the case in Table
3.4, x-mer concentration on an overall pitch composition basis was held to a maximum of
25%.
In summary, the above two scenarios generally bound the operating conditions that
one would explore in the search for a low-melting mesophase, with the microkinetic model
being used to guide the selection of operating conditions.
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Formation and Molecular Structures of the Pyrene Oligomers
An understanding of the formation of, and the resultant molecular structures for,
the pyrene oligomers is useful for helping us understand the properties of the mesophases
being formed. Here we focus on pyrene dimer, as such information for the higher
oligomers becomes increasingly difficult to obtain. Esguerra et al. [31] used HPLC/UVvis, MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry, and geometric considerations to show that all 5
possible isomers of completely cyclized pyrene dimer are present in significant amounts in
pyrene pitches generated by catalytic polymerization. Using MALDI, Esguerra also saw
evidence of the presence of at least one of the 6 possible bipyrenes (i.e., two pyrene
monomers linked by a single C–C bond), but could not confirm their existence. Sarofim
and co-workers [26] found all bipyrenes present in their work, but conditions were quite
different from ours (i.e., temperatures above 1000 °C and no catalyst). Recently, Yang et
al. [36] studied the catalytic polymerization of naphthalene using density functional theory.
They determined that the singly bonded binaphthalene was an intermediate to the
completely cyclized product, which then formed preferentially at the temperatures of our
work. Therefore, we used 1H NMR to determine if any bipyrenes were present in our
pyrene dimer. As shown in Figure 3.9, we were able to conclude that there are no singly
bonded dimers present in the final pitch product, as no shifts were seen in the 7.6-7.4 ppm
region. In contrast, the shift at 8.18 ppm is indicative of proton neighboring a fully cyclized
region, and the shifts at 8.39 and 8.60 ppm are for protons neighboring a fully cyclized, 5membered connecting ring (i.e., see Fig. 10).
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Figure 3.9. 1H NMR spectrum of a typical pyrene dimer cut obtained via SCE. 1,1'Binaphthalene and perylene [37, 38] were used as reference peaks for comparison to singlebond and fully cyclized versions of pyrene dimer.
Considering that we find our system to be mass-transfer-limited, an analogous
reaction mechanism to that proposed by Yang et al. [36] would be expected for the catalytic
polymerization of pyrene. The monomer and oligomer units must first diffuse through the
oligomeric mixture to a free catalyst site and align properly so that the reactive units may
be activated for a bipyrene to form. However, once activated, the reaction to form the
second C–C bond so as to form a completely cyclized dimer should proceed orders of
magnitude more quickly than the diffusion process. Thus, no singly bonded bipyrenes will
remain. Based on the above arguments, a highly simplified reaction scheme for how
pyrene reacts to first form a bipyrene (only 1 of the 6 possible bipyrenes is shown here),
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followed by the formation of any of the 5 possible cyclicized pyrene dimers, is given below
as Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10. A simplified reaction pathway for the dimerization of pyrene monomer.
Alternant (6-membered ring connections) and non-alternant (5-membered ring
connections) dimers have been shown [31] to form in similar amounts.
Conclusions
A microkinetic reaction model has been developed for predicting the temperatures
and residence times needed to maximize the formation of low-melting mesogenic
oligomers from the catalytic (AlCl3) polymerization of pyrene monomer. Because pure
pyrene monomer, dimer, and trimer species were able to be individually isolated from
pyrene pitch product by using supercritical extraction (SCE), their concentrations could be
measured, enabling the determination of kinetic data. Both 1H NMR spectroscopy and
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry indicate that the pyrene oligomers are formed exclusively
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by intramolecular cyclization, as no bi- or higher-order pyrenes that would form via chain
elongation were detected. Applying the microkinetic model, we predict, for example, that
for a reaction temperature of 300 °C, tetramer and higher oligomers are at a minimum when
the reaction time is held to 2 h. On the other hand, extending the reaction time to 7.5 h
produces an oligomeric mixture that probably would not require stripping of lower
molecular weight oligomers in order to form mesophase. These two examples illustrate
how our microkinetic model, combined with judicious experiments, can be used to design
a mesophase of defined molecular composition for specific applications.
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CHAPTER 4
CONTINUOUS SUPERCRITICAL EXTRACTION FOR THE FRACTIONATION
OF PYRENE PITCH
Abstract
Supercritical extraction (SCE) was used to continuously fractionate a pyrene pitch
made by catalytically reacting pyrene monomer in the presence of aluminum chloride
(AlCl3). Both one-stage and two-stage continuous configurations were employed to obtain
fractions of varying composition, with toluene being used as the SC solvent. Using onestage continuous DGE, monomer content was lowered from 30 wt% to 10 wt% in the
bottom product collected. The collected monomer can then be easily recovered and
recycled to create more pitch. With the two-stage configuration, the low MW material was
stripped in the first stage using SCE, and monomer was then removed from this stream in
the second stage using DGE, resulting in a bottom product of mostly pyrene dimer and
trimer. For fractions obtained, as well as pure oligomers, softening points and char yields
were measured. Pure trimer was found to have over 80% char yield, with a softening point
of 290°C, making it a potential precursor for advanced carbon applications. The one-stage
product was found to have a char yield of nearly 70% and a softening point of 185°C simply
by removing the monomer. The dimer-rich fraction made with the two-stage configuration
was found to be 68% dimer, and had a char yield of 47% with a softening point of 278°C.
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Introduction
Carbonaceous pitches are generally produced from fossil-fuel-based materials,
including aromatic decant oils of a petroleum by-product, coal-tars, and pure polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH’s), with the oligomerization process being carried out
thermally and/or catalytically [1-8] Such pitches consist of a broad mixture of alkylated
and non-alkylated oligomeric polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. While these materials
have useful properties without further manipulation, additional processing can yield unique
materials with their own favorable properties. For example, additional thermal
polymerization of an isotropic petroleum pitch can result in liquid-crystalline mesophase
pitch [9] and volatilization of the lower MW species in a naphthalene pitch can also be
used to make mesophase. [10]
The focus in our group is to further process pitches into more useful materials by
fractionation with dense-gas and/or supercritical fluids. For example, we isolated an
isotropic, dimer-rich fraction from petroleum pitch by supercritical extraction (SCE)
followed up dense gas extraction (DGE). [11] The dimer was subsequently used to make
activated carbon fibers. [12] In related work [13], a trimer-rich fraction of petroleum pith
was found to consist of ~40% mesophase.
In recent years, our focus has been on the fractionation of synthetic pitches, which are
generally produced by the catalytic polymerization of pure PAHs. In particular, our interest
has been with pyrene, as catalytic polymerization (with AlCl3) of this PAH [13, 14] yields
a pitch of surprisingly low polydispersity. That is, the pyrene oligomers that are formed are
quite pure, with minimal ring fragmentation that forms just few percent of methylated (vs.
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pure) pyrene oligomers (see Figure 4.1). Pyrene pitch is thus of interest both for
fundamental studies (because the species are well-defined and relatively few in number)
and as a carbon-rich precursor useful for specific applications (e.g. as a carbon foam or
fiber precursor). For example, the dimer

Figure 4.1. MALDI-ToF spectrum of catalytically reacted pyrene pitch.

is isotropic with a melting point of 224 °C and the trimer forms 100% mesophase and has
a softening point of 290 °C, making it the smallest PAH observed to form mesophase. [13]
The kinetic studies [15, 16] found in Chapters 2 and 3 have shown that a typical
pyrene pitch contains roughly equivalent masses of monomer, dimer, and trimer, and
higher oligomers. Although the isolation of g-sized quantities of each of these “mers” has
been accomplished using semi-batch SCE for analysis and characterization, a continuous
unit is the obvious choice for producing the hectogram quantities of pitch fractions required
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for applications testing. Furthermore, the fraction of starting pitch used in the final product
(i.e. the yield) is also an important consideration. We therefore propose that mixtures rich
in particular “mers” (e.g., dimer-rich or trimer-rich cuts) be generated by continuous SCE
or DGE.
In this work, the design, construction, and testing of the SCE (or DGE) unit was carried
out. Both one-column and two-column operation were used to produce up to 400 g of two
pitches having significantly different oligomeric compositions, softening points, and
carbon content following carbonization. Cervo et al. [11] carried out conceptually similar
work on the polydisperse M-50 petroleum pitch, but the property differences between M50 and the pyrene pitch (e.g. solvent solubilities, viscosities, and softening points) required
a number of changes both to the equipment and to the SCE or DGE operating conditions.

Experimental
Materials
The pyrene pitch used as a part of this work was produced by the catalytic
oligomerization of pyrene monomer (95% purity, CAS 129-00-0, Sigma Aldrich) in the
presence of AlCl3 (98% Purity, CAS 7446-70-0, Sigma Aldrich). The parameters used in
the production of the pitch were determined from our previous kinetic studies in Chapter
2 and 3. We chose a reaction temperature of 350-400 °C and a reaction time of 0.5-2 hours
with minimal heat-up time, followed by a fast quench (similar to that seen in Chapter 3)
in order to maximize the amount of monomer, dimer, and trimer in the pitch. ACS-grade
toluene (99.8% purity, CAS 108-88-3, VWR) was used as the extractive solvent for
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fractionating the material via SCE or DGE. For calibration of the gel permeation
chromatograph (GPC), pyrene (98% purity, CAS 129-00-0, Thermo Scientific) was used
as the analytical standard for pyrene monomer, while pyrene dimer and trimer standards
were generated in-house via SCE of pyrene pitches produced from the reactor (See
Chapter 2).

1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene (HPLC Grade, BDH67009, VWR International

LLC.) was used as the mobile-phase solvent for GPC. Methanol (99.8% purity, CAS 6765-1, Fischer Scientific) was used as the extracting solvent during Soxhlet extraction.

Construction of Continuous SCE
As shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.4, fractionation of pyrene pitch was carried out using
one or two columns in series under SCE or DGE conditions. In previous work, they at
times mentioned packing when operating conditions provided reflux, but this is not the
case when isothermal column operation is being used, as was the case here. As two
different column setups were used in this work, we will be discussing the two procedures
and the accompanying equipment separately. However, much of the same equipment was
used for each procedure.
To complete this work, a multistage extraction unit was constructed to study
continuous DGE or SCE of pitches. During continuous operation, the unit is capable of
separating up to 500 g/h of feed pitch into top and bottom products, whereas the semi-batch
configuration used in Chapter 2 can only separate up to 30 g per experiment. The
equipment uses a Waters 600E multi-solvent delivery system (Waters Corp.) to deliver the
solvent at a constant flow rate (typically 600-1200 g/h) to the column, and a custom built
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in-line preheater to heat the solvent before reaching the apparatus. Once passing through
the preheater, the solvent enters the column at the bottom of the column, adjacent to the
liquid-liquid level detector (shown in Figure 4.2). For delivering the feed pitch at a
constant flow rate during continuous operation, a screw extruder (Alex James and
Associates, Model AJA 58) is used in series with a metering pump (Zenith Pumps, Model
HPB, 1.168 ml/rev). The molten pitch enters the column at the top of the second manifold
section. The compressed solvent then rises up the column and flows countercurrent to the
pitch flow, stripping the lower MW material species from the pitch feed. The overhead
solvent-rich (SR) product exits the side of the column at the top of the fifth section, and is
expanded to ambient pressure by means of a regulating valve (Autoclave Engineers, part
no. 20-11LF4-GY). The product is then cooled, condensed, and collected to be analyzed
later, with typically 600-700 g (or 5 to 100 g on a solvent-free basis) being collected per
sample, depending on the extraction conditions used. The remaining pitch-rich (PR) phase,
concentrated in high MW
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Figure 4.2. Single-column configuration for the SCE unit used to fractionate pyrene pitch.
X-mer refers to any material larger than pyrene trimer.

species, exits from the bottom of the column. The PR phase accumulates in the bottom of
the column, where a custom-built liquid-liquid level detector indicates the PR level. The
detector operates on capacitance by using an insulated aluminum centerpiece installed in
the bottom manifold of the column, and the column wall, as electrodes (see Figure 4.3). A
0.55-mm, SS wire is inserted into the centerpiece; this wire exits the column through a
custom electrical feedthrough that uses a crushed soapstone cone as an electrically
insulating pressure seal and ceramic inserts to avoid contact with the column wall. The SR
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and PR liquid phases have different dielectric constants, leading to increased capacitance
as PR levels rise. The bottom product then exits the column through a regulating valve
(Autoclave Engineers, part no. 30VM4071-GY), cooled, and collected, maintaining a PR
level between “low” and “full” settings.

Figure 4.3. Simplified design and explanation of the liquid-liquid level detector used
during continuous SCE of pyrene pitch.

The column consists of five individually heated manifolds measuring 1.8 cm I.D.
and 2 m total in height (custom ordered from High Pressure Equipment Company). The
temperature of the column is controlled by an Omega PID controller and band heaters
distributed along the length of the column (Watlow Model Thinband), enclosing an
aluminum jacket. The aluminum jacket is a 10.2 cm O.D. split cylinder that has been
machined to fit securely around the hexagonal exterior shape of the manifolds. Finally, the
aluminum jacket and heating bands are enclosed in insulation both to help with controlling
the temperature, and to protect the operator from the high temperatures used during
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operation. Column pressure was controlled by means of the regulating valve, which was
actuated via a National Instruments single-axis drive interface module (Model NI-9514)
that operated a stepper motor (AKM22E-ANBNC-00). The system pressure was monitored
through National Instrument’s LabVIEW software through the use of a pressure transducer
(Heise, Model HPO). The second column is constructed in the same way, and is fed by
either the overhead product or bottom product of the first column, instead of an extruder.

One-stage Continuous DGE Operation
A typical configuration for a one-stage continuous fractionation can be seen in Figure
4.2. During one-stage operation, the column is heated to an isothermal 330°C. Using a
single screw extruder, the pyrene pitch feed is fed into the lower portion of the column
through the side at a rate of 300 g/h. As the pitch enters and flows down, it is met with
supercritical toluene flowing upwards at a flowrate of 13 g/min. From there, the solvating
power of the toluene is controlled by tuning the column pressure by way of a pressureregulating flow valve located at the top exit of the column. At this point, the liquid PR
phase and the liquid SR phase will come to a liquid-liquid equilibrium during which the
lower MW (and in this case more readily soluble) material will transfer from the PR
phase to the SR phase. The SR phase is then collected from the regulating valve at the top
of the column, leaving behind the higher MW material in the liquid PR bottom product.
In this case, the material being removed is the monomer species, leaving behind all of the
dimer, trimer, and higher oligomers. The column is maintained at a relatively low
pressure of 20 ± 0.2 bar in order to selectively extract the monomer species only. The PR
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phase can similarly be collected through a regulating valve located at the bottom of the
column. As mentioned above, the level is maintained using a capacitance-based liquidliquid level detector. When there is only solvent in the column (“empty” level), the
capacitance will read on the scale of 1 nF. Once the PR phase comes into contact with the
centerpiece (“low” level), the capacitance will typically increase by an order of
magnitude. From here, the capacitance output will increase linearly until it reaches the
“full” level reading and stops changing. The regulating valve will then be opened to
allow the liquid PR phase to leave the column where it is cooled and collected. Once the
capacitance output begins to approach the “low” reading, the regulating valve is closed so
that the level of the PR phase can begin to rise again. In doing this, we ensured that some
level of PR phase is always maintained at the bottom of the column. Typically, this cycle
occurs every 5-10 minutes and takes only 15-30 seconds to complete, though these times
vary depending upon extraction conditions and feed rates.

Two-stage Continuous SCE
A typical configuration for a two-stage continuous fractionation can be seen in
Figure 4.4. Similar to the one-stage configuration, both columns are first heated to an
isothermal 330°C.
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Figure 4.4. Two-column configuration for the SCE unit used to continuously fractionate
pyrene pitch. The apparatus can also be configured such that the PR bottom product of Col1 is sent to Col-2. X-mer refers to any material larger than pyrene trimer.

The first column (Col-1) is operated similarly to the single stage configuration, with the
main difference being that one of the product streams is sent to the second column (Col-2)
instead of being collected. Here, there are a few different options which depend on the
system being used, and on which stream from Col-1 is to be fractionated. In the case of
pyrene pitch, toluene has thus far shown itself to be selective enough to serve as the
extracting solvent for both stages of the fractionation. However, if an alternative SCE or
DGE solvent would need to be used for Col-2, toluene would have to be removed via a
gas-liquid separator before the intermediate feed could be fed into Col-2. One would then
feed the new solvent and intermediate feed into Col-2, analogous to Col-1 operation.
Additionally, if the PR phase is the phase sent to Col-2, the column would require a new
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solvent feed in order to fractionate the phase, as the majority of the solvent leaves Col-1 in
the overhead SR phase. In the case where the SR phase is sent to Col-2, this can be avoided.
Since Col-2 is operated at a lower pressure than Col-1 in this configuration, it operates as
a flash vaporization, allowing the insoluble material to collect as the PR bottom product
while the material remaining in the SR phase is collected at the top. This is the setup which
was used during this work to produce a dimer-rich fraction from the pyrene pitch.
Specifically, the first column was operated at 48 bar to extract the monomer, dimer, and
trimer from the pitch. The overhead product of Col-1 was then sent to Col-2, which was
operated at 21 bar to extract the monomer out in the overhead product, leaving behind a
dimer-rich fraction in the Col-2 PR bottom product.

Soxhlet Extraction of Pyrene Pitch
In some cases, fractions were first produced on a smaller scale via Soxhlet
extraction. This technique is advantageous in that it provides a quick and easy way of
obtaining g-sized quantities of fractions that can then be analyzed to determine the
usefulness of proceeding to continuous fractionation. For this work, methanol was used
as the extracting solvent, as only the monomer oligomer was soluble in methanol. The
extraction was maintained for 24 hours, upon which the pitch sample was removed and
dried in ambient conditions overnight. The oligomer composition was analyzed by GPC
(see the following section for details). Using these conditions, we were able to reduce the
monomer content of the feed pitch to < 1 wt. %. This fraction showed very interesting
properties (discussed later) that have motivated the one-stage continuous fraction work
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discussed herein, and also provided us with an idea of the upper limit of effect that
removing the monomer species from the pitch would have.

Oligomer composition, softening point and char yield
determination of pyrene pitch fractions
In Chapter 2 and earlier work in the Thies group, only MALDI-TOF mass
spectrometry was available to analyze pitches and their fractions for oligomeric
composition. MALDI is of course ideal for determining the absolute molecular weight of
the oligomers in pyrene pitch, but can only ever approximate information on the weight %
(wt. %) of each oligomer in the pitch, as MALDI intensity poorly correlates with molecular
mass. Thus, in this work all fractions and feed pitches were analyzed for wt. % oligomer
by GPC with refractive index (RI). The Waters Alliance GPCV 2000 unit was operated at
140°C with two Styragel HT2 columns (10 µm, 7.8 mm x 300 mm), with 1,2,4trichlorobenzene (TCB) at 1 mL/min being used as the mobile phase. Samples were
dissolved in the mobile phase at a concentration of 5 mg/mL and filtered using a 0.2 mm
nylon-membrane syringe filter (VWR, part no. 28145-487). The built-in RI detector was
used for detection and quantification. The pyrene “mers” used as standards are described
in the Materials section.
Char yield measurements were determined using a Pyris 1 Thermogravimetric
Analyzer (TGA) with a heating program of 5 °C/min to 550 °C, followed by a 1 h hold,
and then another ramp at 5 °C/min to 1000°C.
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Softening-point measurements were estimated using a Fisher-Johns Melting-Point
Apparatus (model no. 12-144) to perform a deformation test. The softening point was
defined as the temperature at which a small amount of pressure could deform the material.
Being a visual technique, results were replicated multiple times and results were averaged
to reduce variance. Typically, softening points will vary by ± 1 °C for pure components
and ± 3 °C for oligomeric mixtures when using this technique.

Results and Discussion
Monomer depleted pyrene pitch via 1-stage continuous SCE
Preliminary work on the lab bench with Soxhlet extraction, using methanol as the
extracting solvent, showed that pyrene pitch with the monomer totally removed would have
a significantly higher char yield (up to 70%), while still having a relatively low melting
point of 232°C. Thus, monomer removal on a larger scale was investigated using
continuous DGE. Since monomer is the most soluble and volatile component of the pitch,
only one column (each column currently consists of approximately one equilibrium stage)
was used to perform this separation.
The column was operated at a pressure of 21 bar, using a solvent-to-pitch (S/P)
ratio of 3:1, with toluene as the supercritical solvent and the column being operated
isothermally at 330 °C. Using these conditions, monomer was taken off as the overhead
product, and the desired monomer-depleted pitch exited the column as the PR bottom
product.
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While not totally removed, the amount of monomer remaining in the resulting
product was significantly lower than the feed pitch, dropping from 32% to 11% in a single
pass, and the overhead product was found to be 100% monomer, indicating that no dimer
was extracted during the separation (see Figure 4.5). As seen in Table 4.1, this change had
a significant effect on the char yield and softening point of the pyrene pitch, raising it from
55.7% to 65.2% and 135 °C to 185 °C, respectively. The pure monomer overhead product,
would be recycled (after toluene removal) to the reactor to be converted into more pitch.
Thus, if the bottom product could be used for an application, no liquid or solid waste
streams would be created.
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Dimer-rich pyrene pitch fraction via 2-stage continuous SCE
Fractions of intermediate MW oligomers were produced by a different separation
scheme (see Figure 4.4). For these fractions, Col-1 was operated in the same way as
mentioned previously, except the operating pressure was held at 48 bar; using these
conditions, the monomer, dimer, and a portion of the trimer were extracted from the pitch,
leaving the higher MW species behind in the PR bottom phase. The top stream of Col-1
then flowed by pressure difference to Col-2 where it underwent a flash vaporization
(expansion) to 21 bar. Col-2 served to remove as much monomer as possible in the
overhead product, leaving behind a dimer-rich fraction as the bottom phase, with lesser
amounts of trimer and monomer also present. Using this process, we were able to produce
a fraction of nearly 70% dimer. Additionally, similar to Col-1 in the single stage extraction,
Col-2 produces a pure monomer overhead product, which again is favorable in establishing
a recycle process for unreacted monomer to be processed into pyrene pitch.

Softening points and char yields of pyrene pitch fractions and pure oligomers
Softening points and char yields were measured not only for fractions produced
continuously, as described above, but also for the pure oligomers, which were isolated via
semi-batch DGE or SCE. This method is described elsewhere [15]. Table 4.1 provides char
yields and softening points as measured for each fraction and pure component.
For converting pitch to carbon fibers, softening point is an important factor which
is considered. Producing a carbon fiber involves 3 important steps; spinning, stabilization,
and carbonization. Pitch fibers are typically spun in the range of 300-330 °C [17], and
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stabilized at 220-270 °C. [18, 19] It is possible to spin fibers at lower temperatures,
however in order for the fibers to stabilize properly it is important that the softening points
be above the temperatures at which the stabilizing oxidation process can occur, or else the
fiber will simply melt, ruining the structure of the fiber. For this reason, if the softening
point is too low, it will be impossible to produce a quality carbon fiber. Char yield is yet
another important factor when choosing the precursor for your carbon fibers. During the
carbonization process, the fiber is subjected to temperatures over 1000°C. If your precursor
material has too low of a char yield, defects will be introduced into the final fiber that will
negatively impact the fiber’s properties.
As seen in Table 4.1, the pyrene trimer is an ideal candidate for carbon fibers based
on the parameters discussed. However, the yield of pyrene trimer in the feed pitch is too
low (typically reaching only ~10%) The dimer almost has a workable softening point, but
it is still relatively low for the oxidation process and the char yield is quite low at 16%.
Thus, we produced a fraction which contained a mixture of both of these oligomers, as well
as some monomer. The result was a material with a relatively high softening point
(approaching that of the pure trimer) and a reasonable char yield. We do see that the char
yield of this fraction is lower than the feed pitch, but that is to be expected, as the loss of
the higher oligomers will drop the char yield considerably in return for lower softening
points. The monomer-depleted pitch shows a relatively high char yield while maintaining
quite a low softening point. While the softening point is currently too low for producing a
fiber, we speculate that removing the remaining monomer and some dimer would
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significantly raise both the softening point and char yield, resulting in good precursor for
carbon fibers.
Table 4.1. Compositions of various samples created via SCE, as measured by GPC/RI, as
well as softening points and char yields for each. Char yield was not measurable for the
pure pyrene monomer as it becomes volatile and leaves well before charring temperatures
are reached. Softening points were an average of three measurements and were all
replicable to within ± 3 °C. Char yield measurements were single-point measurements.
Composition (% by mass)
Monomer Dimer Trimer X-mer + Softening Char Yield
Catalyst
Pt. (°C)
(% Mass)
Feed Pitch
32.0
23.2
7.5
37.3
135
55.7
a
Pure Monomer
100.0
145
Pure Dimer a
100.0
224
16.3
Pure Trimer a
100.0
290
83.8
Monomer10.8
27.9
13.7
47.6
185
65.2
depleted pyrene
pitch b
Dimer-rich
9.2
68.3
22.5
0.00
278
47.1
fraction c
a

Produced via semi-batch SCE
Produced via 1-stage continuous SCE
c
Produced via 2-stage continuous SCE
b

It is clear that each oligomer serves a role in the overall properties of the mixed
fractions. The monomer helps to reduce the softening point of a given fraction, while also
being easily removed by boiling off during processing. This can be an advantage in
applications where voids in the structure is a key feature of the product, such as carbon
foams. The dimer has a much smaller effect on the softening point, but can still lower (or
raise relative to the monomer) the char yield significantly. Pyrene trimer on the other hand,
increases the char yield, while also allowing for the formation of liquid mesophase [13].
The components heavier than trimer, X-mer, contribute significantly to the char yield, but
if included in too large of a concentration, can drive the softening point of this material too
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close to its degradation temperature. However, with the use of the kinetics work done by
our group [15, 16], one can optimize the pitch reaction and separation process to suit their
target applications needs.

Conclusions
An oligomeric pyrene pitch was produced via catalytic polymerization with AlCl3
and then fractionated continuously via supercritical extraction, and dense-gas extraction.
Both single and two-column configuration were explored in this initial testing and
validation of the experimental setup. The newly designed liquid-level detector, that
functions based on changes in capacitance as the level of the of the PR bottom phase rises
and falls, enabled complete separation of the SR and PR phases, which is critical for
maintaining the desired product specifications. Although components of the pitch are
similar in solubility with conventional solvents, a good separation was achieved to produce
fractions of interest. Softening points and char yields were measured for the pure oligomers
and multi-component fractions. We hypothesize that multi-component fractions, having
well-defined and controllable compositions, would be useful for advanced carbon
applications because of the higher product yields, unlike the pure-component oligomers.
It has been shown that pyrene pitch fractions are potential precursors for carbon
fibers. The softening point and char yield of these fractions should be further optimized by
tuning the oligomer composition, so as to enable to the production of a good carbon fiber
from pyrene pitch.
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Further work will be directed towards exploring the range of oligomeric
compositions possible with the current one- and two-stage setup. Part of this effort will be
directed towards determining the approach to true liquid-liquid equilibrium in each
column, which at best can currently result in one equilibrium stage. In addition, the effect
of solvent/feed ratio on the composition and properties of the pyrene pitch fractions being
isolated needs to be explored.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This PhD project was inspired by the work of previous researchers in the area of
carbonaceous pitches by the Thies group at Clemson University. My key objective was to
make a meaningful contribution to the field in such a way that new doors would be opened
for researchers following in his footsteps. In particular, the emphasis was on modeling the
formation of carbonaceous pitches from their monomeric precursors, such that one would
be able to predict the molecular composition of carbonaceous pitches. Such work would
be the first step in the development of relationships between molecular composition and
final pitch properties. To accomplish this objective, I had 2 main goals: (1) develop a
microkinetic model to describe the polymerization of pyrene monomer and (2) use both
semi-batch and continuous supercritical extraction to generate pyrene oligomers and
oligomeric mixtures having properties desirable for specific applications.
The following were the result of this dissertation:
(1) Semi-batch supercritical extraction (SCE) was developed into a viable laboratory
procedure for the isolation of pure pyrene oligomers, using only conventional, low-boiling
solvents. Although Esguerra [1] had developed a SCE technique for isolating oligomers,
the use of NMP as one of his solvents became a concern, primarily because of concerns
over the complete solvent removal of this low-volatile solvent. (2) The pure pyrene
oligomers isolated by SCE above were used to develop a quantitative GPC method for
determining the absolute mass of the individual pyrene “mers” (i.e., monomer, dimer, and
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trimer) in a given pyrene pitch. (3) Using the tools of SCE and quantitative GPC to analyze
the results of pyrene polymerization, a microkinetic model was created. This model
adequately describes the oligomerization reaction of pyrene monomer catalyzed by AlCl3
for temperatures ranging from 200-370°C and reaction times covering from after the first
10 minutes up to 24hours. (3) One-column and two-column continuous SCE fractionation
have been developed into techniques useful for isolating pyrene pitch fractions in the
quantities required for applications testing. Multiple SCE conditions and column
configurations were used to obtain fractions having different properties and compositions.

Conclusions
In Chapter 2, I discussed my development of the first microkinetic model for the
catalytic oligomerization of pyrene using AlCl3 as the catalyst. This effort required
significant changes in the SCE technique of Esguerra [1] for pyrene pitch fractionation. In
particular, I discovered that the NMP co-solvent used in his SCE work, while indeed
enhancing the extraction of pyrene trimer, would unfortunately polymerize during the
solvent-removal steps, resulting in impure pitch samples. Thus, the SCE of pyrene pitch
had to be carried out using only pure toluene as the extracting solvent. Furthermore, DEPTNMR was used to show that the previously discovered toluene addition reaction resulted
in a negligible (< 1.0%) amount of impurity. Using SCE with toluene, pyrene monomer,
dimer, and trimer were completely removed and isolated from the pitch in one gram
quantities or less. Their precise concentration in the starting pyrene pitch was subsequently
determined by an array of techniques, including gravimetric analysis, GC/FID, and
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HPLC/UV-Vis, to ensure accuracy. At this point, GC/FID and HPLC/UV-Vis could only
be applied to the measurement of pyrene monomer concentration in the pitch, because no
standards were available to calibrate these techniques for pyrene dimer and trimer
quantification. Applying SCE coupled with gravimetric analysis to an array of different
pitches of varying reaction times and temperatures yielded the information necessary to
build an adequate microkinetic model for the oligomerization of pyrene pitch.
In Chapter 3, I extended the kinetic model to reaction times much closer to zero
time. The reactor used for the Chapter 2 work had a volume of 1-L, so that large amounts
of pyrene pitch could be made for applications, but unfortunately this resulted in long heatup times, leaving a large gap for reaction times between zero and 2-3 hours. To this end, a
50-mL reactor was obtained and appropriately modified so as to allow heat-up times to be
reduced to a matter of minutes. Thus, I was able to supplement the original microkinetic
model with earlier reaction-time data and also with completely new measurements at lower
temperatures. Using the final kinetic model, both temperatures and reaction times for
maximizing/minimizing the formation of various oligomers were proposed. A second, but
nonetheless significant achievement in this chapter was the development of quantitative
GPC using pure pyrene oligomers produced via semi-batch SCE as standards. With this
newly available technique, the concentration of monomer, dimer, and trimer species
present in a given pyrene pitch could be precisely determined directly from the bulk pitch
via GPC, requiring 1-2 days at most for sample preparation, and allowing bulk testing as
well. Contrast this with the laborious method that had to be used in the earlier, Chapter 2
work: spending weeks to isolate the monomer, dimer, and trimer in each pyrene pitch one
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at a time, and then determining their masses gravimetrically, which could take a full week
for a single pitch. Another useful contribution of this chapter was the determination by 1H
NMR that no singly bonded intermediate reaction product of the oligomerization process
remained in the final pitch product. This discovery will contribute to the overall reaction
mechanism for pyrene oligomerization which has yet to be adequately investigated.
In Chapter 4, I show the next logical step following my use of the microkinetic
model to predict the reaction temperatures and time for maximizing formation of the pyrene
oligomers of interest: namely, isolating those oligomer(s) of interest via continuous SCE
in significant, hectogram-sized quantities for applications testing. Both one- and two-stage
units and the accompanying procedures were designed and constructed for this purpose
and were used to obtain two pitch fractions of interest. The one-stage unit was used to
generate 400 g of a monomer-depleted pyrene pitch and the two-stage setup was used to
produce 100 g of a dimer-rich pyrene pitch fraction. Softening points and char yields were
measured for these fractions. The results indicate that these pitches are potentially useful
precursors for carbon-rich materials.

Recommendations
Further Improvements to the Microkinetic Model
It is not difficult to consider ways in which my microkinetic model could be further
improved, but actually putting these ideas into practice could prove difficult. For example,
I would very much like to follow the composition of tetramers and even pentamers and
hexamers during the course of the oligomerization reaction. These oligomers are likely
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significant contributors to mesophase formation in the pyrene pitch, as well as having a
significant effect on raising the softening point and char yields of the pitch. Unfortunately,
at this time, I have been unable to isolate these materials in any quantifiable way via SCE.
One potential method of isolating these larger oligomers is to fractionate them in a twopart SCE process. In brief, use SC toluene to first remove the monomer-trimer fully, then
switch to a stronger solvent such as N-methyl pyrrolidinone (NMP), Trichlorobenzene
(TCB), or Quinoline, to remove the heavier components one at a time. While NMP has
indeed been shown to be a stronger solvent than toluene for pyrene pitch, the researcher is
cautioned against using it for SCE due to both its low autoignition temperature, as well as
its affinity for polymerizing at the high temperatures typically used during SCE. However,
NMP could still prove useful for room temperature separation techniques. Soxhlet
extraction, for example is a quick and simple way to fractionate pitches, and should at least
be considered for helping to determine which solvent would be best to use during SCE of
tetramer, pentamer, etc.
Additionally, it is mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3 that only monomer addition
reactions were considered. A question which has yet to be answered is whether or not
dimer-dimer, dimer-trimer, trimer-trimer, etc., reactions are taking place during the
oligomerization process. As it is impossible to distinguish dimer-dimer reactions from
monomer-trimer reactions in the normal pyrene pitch formation reactions, it is necessary
to study the reaction of pure dimer in order to determine the extent to which dimer-dimer
reactions occur. The same can be said for dimer-trimer and trimer-trimer reactions. Some
preliminary results indicate that dimer-dimer reactions do take place, however, this still
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requires a more rigorous study. In this preliminary work, one gram or less of a pure dimer
and AlCl3 mixture was charged to a small tubular bomb reactor and the reaction was carried
out at 350 °C for one hour. MALDI-ToF showed signs that tetramer did in fact form under
these conditions, and GPC showed that ~20% of the dimer was converted to tetramer, but
as only dimer concentrations can be measured, it is difficult to say if the dimer consumption
can be fully attributed to the production of tetramer as opposed to reacting with the tetramer
product to form hexamer. More replicates are needed to confirm this result, in addition to
a wider range of reaction conditions in order to determine activation energies and rate
constants for this reaction. A similar experiment could also be carried out with both dimertrimer mixtures and pure trimer, with the results again being quantified by the consumption
of the reactants. It is important to note that the researcher will quickly run into the same
problem of not knowing how the products are interacting with the reactants. To clarify,
once a dimer-dimer reaction has formed a tetramer, it is unknown how likely the remaining
dimer is to react with itself vs. the newly formed tetramer product, which is now a potential
reactant. The same issue will occur with trimer-trimer reactions, should they form a
hexamer, as well as with dimer-trimer reactions. Nonetheless, the additional knowledge of
ways in which dimer and trimer can be consumed during the reaction would benefit the
model greatly. The key obstacle which prevented me from completing this task is the lack
of pure oligomers. While isolating the pure dimer and trimer on a mg scale is a fairly trivial
task at this point, procuring the amounts needed to perform the number of reactions (and
replicates) which have been laid out here is not so easy. Weeks of effort spent running the
SCE apparatus and then drying the fractions will typically produce 5-10 g of pure dimer,
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and only 1-2 g pure trimer. For these experiments to be done, the reactions would have to
take place on the mg scale, or a significant amount of time and resources would need to go
towards producing a large amount of pure pyrene trimer.

SCE apparatus and LabVIEW
As discussed in the dissertation of Dr. David Esguerra, much of the control software
and equipment on the previous SCE unit was lost due to a computer motherboard failure.
An unfortunate result of this failure was that although all of the LabVIEW files could be
recovered, their relationships with each other as part of an integrated control system could
not. During my time at Clemson, I rebuilt the SCE system, with changes. As I had no
formal training in the use of LabVIEW and was also not the most well-versed person in
control equipment, I was faced with quite a daunting task when I first began. With
persistence, I eventually was able to get the pressure control systems working again for
both SCE columns. In brief, this LabVIEW control system consists of using stepper motors
to open and close regulating valves that control the column pressure within a narrow band
of pressure (e.g., 1-2 psi), as they control the flow of solvent-rich pitch product out of the
top of a given SCE column. Along the way, I have noticed many things which could be
improved, replaced, or removed to optimize operation of the apparatus. First and foremost
is the LabVIEW software. While I have learned much about LabVIEW, I am by no means
an expert and so have not been able to iron out all of the issues with our current software.
In its current state, it experiences considerable lag when trying to display/record the
pressure of the SCE column while simultaneously controlling that columns pressure. After
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a considerable amount of time (typically 1-2 hours), the program will also crash, requiring
a full system reboot to recover control. Such a crash can be avoided with careful attention
and restarting the program periodically, but clearly poses a significant safety risk, as the
system pressure can quickly escalate while being unmonitored/uncontrolled. After
consulting with other researchers familiar with LabVIEW, it is our belief that the program
is caching the pressure output data and stepper motor position data somewhere, and that
cache is causing the lag and crashing. I have spent a significant amount of time trying to
solve this issue and have managed to decrease the build-up of lag during operation as much
as possible (initially, the lag build-up was instantly noticeable and made the software
unusable), but the issue still persists. As a short-term solution, I have implemented a “soft”
reset switch on the software which allows the user to quickly and easily reset all of the
cached data without relinquishing control or pressure monitoring capabilities. By
monitoring the system (as the operator should be doing anyways), one can initiate this
“soft” reset every 30 minutes and keep things fully operational, with no issues. I attempted
to automate this reset process, and it seems like a function which would be quite easy to
implement at first glance, however I have not yet been successful. My recommendation to
solve this problem more elegantly would be to find a way to automate the “soft” reset, or
find why/where the data is being cached, and prevent it from doing so. This second option
was something I simply made no progress on, so I cannot offer any advice other than
consulting a LabVIEW expert.
Another area for improvement is the level control for separation of the solvent-rich
and pitch-rich liquid phases that are produced in continuous SCE operation. The loss of
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knowledge concerning the level control system has been one of our more serious equipment
losses from the past, but with the assistance of fellow PhD student Graham Tindall we have
made great strides to both rebuild and improve this system. Regrettably, I did not have time
to complete this work before this chapter was written. Thus, much of the level control
instrumentation is simply waiting to be installed and connected.
In the earliest implementation of continuous SCE, a capacitance-based level
detection system was used which used the column and an insulated centerpiece as the two
electrodes. It is my understanding that the equipment used to monitor capacitance at that
time was quite bulky and unwieldy during SCE operation so it was swapped out for an
electrical-resistance based system, which was thought to operate on the same general
principles. It came to our attention that this system does not in fact operate as a level
indicator, but a level alarm. In short, it would give a signal once the pitch reached a certain
point, but the exact level would be unknown, as the measured resistance remains the same
once the pitch contacts the centerpiece. Thus, we revisited the use of capacitance, and found
that significant improvements in technology since the first attempt would allow us to
implement this system which much less bulky equipment. We have since removed the older
resistance measuring equipment in place of a small, hand-held capacitance meter. In
addition, we are in the process of programming an Arduino circuit board to read the level
and transmit it to LabVIEW where it can then be implemented into an automatic control
software.
Significant improvements have also been made to the physical design of the level
detector. One issue with the older design of the centerpiece was that it had very little
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clearance from the inner wall of the column. This made it difficult to install without
electrically shorting the system (the centerpiece cannot come into contact with the wall, or
the concept fails), and also led to clogging with more viscous pitch-rich phases.
Additionally, the original design included holes for the Macor spacers which passed fully
through the centerpiece. At first glance this does not appear to be an issue, but it allows the
centerpiece to slide along the spacers, making it easier for it to contact the walls of the
column. Thus, a new centerpiece was built with a few design changes. For one, it was made
of aluminum instead of steel to reduce the weight on the contact wire. Second, we made
the diameter of the piece much smaller, to allow more space for pitch to flow around it,
and make it easier to insulate it from the column wall. Lastly, we designed the insets for
the Macor to be on all sides of the centerpiece, and only penetrate the design partially, to
prevent the sliding mentioned above. The final issue which was found on the previous
design of the level detector was in the fitting for the contact which leads to the centerpiece.
It is imperative that this contact wire be completely insulated from the column walls, and
this was mostly achieved by Cervo (more information on the older design can be found in
his dissertation). However, there were still areas along the path to the centerpiece which
were not insulated at all and made it easy for the contact to short on the column wall. While
this seems like a fairly straightforward issue to notice and fix, the system would always
work upon installation and only fail during an experiment, at which point it is quite difficult
to diagnose any problems. Eventually, we did discover the cause of the issue and have since
fully insulated this path to ensure it is not an issue any longer. For the most recent
information on details of the level control setup and installation, the reader is referred to
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the Appendix D. With that being said, this is only one part of a two-part control system.
With the newly operational level detector, we are still controlling the level of the pitch-rich
phase manually by opening and closing the bottom regulating valve to keep the level
between high and low levels as indicated by the capacitance. All of the equipment has been
purchased to setup an automated controller much like the one used to control the top valves.
The software implementation should be rather straightforward. I would recommend the
same software for the top valves to be used and swap the pressure output for the capacitance
output from the Arduino board once it is configured properly. This would render most of
the issues to simply installing LabVIEW equipment and aligning the motor properly with
the valve.
Finally, there is much room for significant improvements to the system. Tubing line
clogs which have plagued me since the beginning of my PhD studies are a recurring
problem. This is an issue that is rarely seen during semi-batch operation, as the
concentration of material passing through these lines is low and not likely to precipitate
out of solution, but is much more common during continuous SCE operation (which did
not occur until the end of my PhD). During continuous SCE operation, the solvent is close
to (if not at) saturation limits, causing the oligomers in the solvent-rich phase to precipitate
once exiting the column to the much cooler tubing lines. Couple this with the low I.D.,
high-pressure regulating valve used to control the output of the column, and you will
inevitably see clogging. The current solution to this issue is heat tracing and insulation
along all of the lines until it exits into the collection vessel. However, this causes another
issue in the overheating of the valve controlling motors. Even without heating the lines and
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valves the motor will produce a significant amount of heat on its own, and with the motors
requiring constant contact with the control valves for hours at a time, they can overheat
and shut down easily. Therefore, I would propose that instead of heating the lines to such
high temperatures, larger I.D. tubing should be installed for all column exits. The current
tubing measures ¼” O.D. and 0.18” I.D. I would suggest doubling this I.D. if possible, but
caution the next researcher to ensure it still meets the necessary pressure rating
requirements. This will also require an upgrade to larger valves in the system, but the valves
are also choke points for condensing solids. Finally, this change would also require a
change to the exit ports on the column manifolds. The current manifolds are sized precisely
for ¼” I.D. tubing and any adapter would not fix the issue. Thus, these manifolds would
need to be either customized or replaced with ones with larger exit ports for the larger
tubing. With these changes, less heating will be required in the exit lines, and clogging may
be prevented permanently.
In general, the columns could use an overhaul of the electrical components, such as
heating bands, temperature controllers, control relays, general wiring and cable
management, and thermocouples. Much of the current setup was first installed more than
10 years ago, and much of the original equipment is still present and could use updating
and optimization. The heating bands will periodically short due to both natural wear and
electrical errors. As such, they should all be tested and inspected, followed by replacing
any which show signs of potential failure. They are quite difficult to gain access to as most
require complete disassembly of the column, so it is in the researcher’s best interest to
ensure they are all in peak condition before beginning another PhD project. The
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thermocouples need to be replaced with shorter ones to avoid breaking them during
maintenance. This is something I have strived to do whenever one does break, but as it
seems rather wasteful to replace a working one, I have not replaced all of them yet. The
temperature zones of both columns are currently controlled using a 7-zone Omega
temperature controller. While these complete their function well, it is difficult to make
quick changes to temperature settings mid-experiment. Additionally, should a loss of
power to the controllers occur for any reason, they will reset all temperature zone target
temperatures to 27 °C, requiring a full reprogramming to resume operation. I recommend
that the temperature control be shifted over to LabVIEW as well. This would centralize all
of the control to one area, allowing fast and easy changes to conditions, as well as one
central location to monitor all of the parameters. Next, I would recommend overhauling
the electrical boxes which contain the control relays and wiring for each region of the
column. Quite frankly, these boxes are a mess, and I have been too terrified to tackle this
problem on my own and risk either hurting myself or causing a major setback by damaging
the column. Many of the components used could most likely be eliminated by converting
to LabVIEW control, but I would certainly recommend having an electrician help with this
to ensure you do not destroy any of the heating elements or more importantly, the computer.
Last but not least is the extruder, which is used during continuous operation to
deliver pyrene pitch to the column. The two biggest issues with this system currently are
the feed hopper and the gear pump, which controls the feed rate of the pyrene pitch from
the extruder into the SCE unit. Because of the poor, make-shift hopper setup currently
being used, the feed frequently clogs during operation and thus requires constant attention
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to prevent a shutdown. Thus, an extra “pair of hands” is needed simply to monitor the
hopper, so that the primary operator can focus on pressure control, flow, and the collection
of the top and bottom product streams. A proper feed system would include a gravity-fed
hopper with screened pellet sizes and possibly some form of hopper vibration to prevent
clogs from forming at the neck of the hopper. The gear pump is operational, but slower
pitch flow rates to the SCE unit are sometimes needed. For this purpose, either a new gear
pump or a different motor is need. The current system stalls when approaching flowrates
of less than 5 g/min as it does not receive enough power to operate the existing, too-large
motor.

Exploration of Continuous SCE Operating Conditions
In previous work with the continuous supercritical extraction of M-50 petroleum
pitch [2], the effect of operating conditions, including solvent-to-pitch ratio, column
pressure, and column temperature/temperature gradient, were explored so as to enable the
prediction of pitch fractions enriched in specific oligomers. In this dissertation, work was
focused on (1) getting the continuous SCE unit to be operational for pyrene pitches (which
can have much higher softening points than petroleum pitches) (2) and producing at least
a hectogram of a fraction from both the one-stage and two-stage unit. Although fractions
with interesting properties were successfully produced, the matrix of operating conditions
(i.e., starting pitch composition, SCE temperature, pressure, and S/P ratio) has hardly been
touched. For example, S/P ratios were maintained at ~3:1 in this work, but Cervo et al. [2,
3] looked at a range from 1.5:1 to 12:1 in his work on petroleum pitch. Operating pressure
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were kept the same as semi-batch pressures, but Cervo and Thies [3] showed how different
operating pressures have a significant impact on the oligomers that are extracted.
Therefore, I recommend that Cervo’s work be used as a guideline for the exploration of the
conditions to be used for the fractionation of pyrene pitches.

Thermodynamic Modeling of Pyrene Pitch
Another area missing from the pyrene pitch work is that of phase equilibrium
measurements and thermodynamic modeling. Such work has been completed by
Hochgeschurtz and Hutchenson [4] in the past with a heat-soaked petroleum pitch obtained
from Conoco Inc. In that work, liquid-liquid equilibrium compositions were measured for
a toluene/pitch system at various temperatures, in addition to extraction yields of the same
system at a range of temperatures and pressures. They started by developing the model
around A-240 pitch, for which Dickinson [5, 6] had already done a fair bit of
characterization work. Using average molecular structure parameters reported by
Dickinson, a database of 43 model aromatic hydrocarbons was compiled from the literature
to correlate Peng-Robinson equation of state (PR-EoS) constants with average molecular
structure parameters. Compounds were selected based on availability of vapor pressure
data, and restricted to aromatic compounds to ensure it was chemically similar to pitch.
Next, by employing the group contribution method of Somayajulu [7], they were able to
estimate Tc and Pc for compounds with no reported experimental values. Using these
constants, acentric factors were optimized in order to best fit the PR-EoS to the available
vapor pressure data. Once the PR-EoS constants were obtained for all of the model
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compounds, the constants were correlated to molecular structure parameters. For more
information on this, the reader is directed to Hochgeschurtz and Hutchenson’s paper [4].
The model they developed only yielded a fair prediction of previously measured
experimental vapor-liquid equilibrium data due to (1) an insufficient number of pseudo
components being selected for characterizing the pitch and (2) weaknesses inherent in
cubic equations of state for model complex systems such as pitch. This is encouraging,
however, for the application of this work to pyrene pitch.
Pyrene pitch has clearly been shown to be much less polydisperse as compared to
other pitches, leading to a much less complex system. In addition, most if not all of the
molecular structures of the compounds found in pyrene pitch have either been fully mapped
out or can be assumed based on the structures of the monomer, dimer and trimer
components. Thus, I would recommend that a comprehensive thermodynamic model be
developed for the system of pyrene pitch and toluene using Hochgeschurtz and
Hutchenson’s work as a guide.

Quantitative GPC and MALDI
While the technique of quantitative GPC has been highly useful in this work, there
are still ways in which it can improved. First, it would be ideal if a mobile phase could be
found which can better dissolve the pitch, in order to ease the sample preparation. The
current procedure uses trichlorobenzene (TCB) as the mobile phase. TCB dissolves the
monomer, dime, and trimer components of pyrene pitch well, but struggles as the oligomers
increase in size. Because of this, samples with higher concentrations of these large
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oligomers require much more filtering than usual. While this certainly does not stop the
researcher from obtaining results, it is wasteful, as about 5-6 filters are needed for each
GPC sample prepared. Additionally, if pure tetramer, pentamer, etc., were ever to be
obtain, they would be useful for GPC if the mobile phase solvent cannot dissolve those
components. I would recommend starting with quinoline or pyridine, which have typically
been shown to be strong solvents for carbonaceous pitches by other groups. [8-10]
Additionally, the current high-temperature GPC apparatus is quite old, and requires
constant maintenance to ensure that it can continue to be used for further research. I would
recommend the next person to work on this project perform routine maintenance on all of
the tubing, needles, and detectors in the system to ensure they are in top condition and
prolong the life of this expensive instrument, as a new GPC would be on the order of
$200,000.
With the unfortunate decommissioning of the CAEFF MALDI-TOF, the lowerlevel MALDI offered by the chemistry department is our only recourse. While it is not
quantitative, we have relied on MALDI for years to give a quick qualitative information
about our pitches and pitch fractions. Additionally, GPC does not currently yield any
information about oligomers larger than trimer when they are present in fractions, whereas
MALDI can give us a general idea of the relative concentrations of these oligomers, as well
as their exact molecular weights. Chemistry has been most gracious in giving us access to
their instrument, but it can be difficult to get access to at times because of its shared use
among many labs, and periodic maintenance. However, if funds could be made available,
a new, higher-level MALDI should be purchased jointly with Chemistry.
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